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ABSTRACT 

“YOU LIVED YOUR LIFE INSIDE”/“I’M GONNA SING OUT”: 
LESBIAN REPRESENTATION AND REFUSAL IN THE BROADWAY MUSICAL 

Kyle Golemba  

University of Guelph, 2021  

Advisors: 

Dr. Julie Cairnie  

Dr. Peter Kuling  

Though often characterized as a queer art form, musical theatre suffers from an 

underrepresentation of queer positionalities beyond white, gay men and drag queens. My 

research explores two lesbian-centred musicals, The Color Purple (2005) and Fun Home (2015), 

within a survey of musicals featuring queer characters. These shows and their leads, Celie and 

Alison, eschew the heterosexualizing tendency of “Golden Age” musicals in favour of lesbian 

awakenings that refuse societal norms. My research applies José Esteban Muñoz’s theory of 

disidentification to demonstrate how both projects rework musical theatre conventions to resist 

persistent patriarchal heterosexism on Broadway. Furthermore, both musicals represent 

positionalities historically disempowered by writers of the genre in order to offer new queer 

ways of living to their spectators. Finally, this thesis highlights the matrix of circumstances 

contributing to the underrepresentation of lesbian women in musical theatre historiography and 

discusses possibilities for future change in the industry. 
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1. Introduction: “Take Me For What I Am” 

In the first episode of The Flame - A Musical Podcast (2021), the lead character, Jamie, finds 

herself depressed on the one-year anniversary of getting dumped by her girlfriend. Her best 

friend Heather encourages the patrons at Jamie’s bar, The Flame, to lift her spirits by professing 

what the bar means to them as the underscoring crescendoes. After a series of solos, the 

ensemble of predominantly lesbian characters  harmonizes the big finish: “‘Cause when you 1

think that love will never come through / A new beginning could be waiting for you — here at 

The Flame!” (“Welcome to the Flame” 12:20-18:05) Restoring a character’s confidence through 

the power of song has long been a musical theatre tradition, and yet a girl-meets-girl musical 

such as this has never been presented on a Broadway stage. In this way, The Flame’s podcast 

format reflects the characterization of lesbian performance as belonging outside mainstream 

theatre. The Flame demonstrates singing, tap-dancing, and wise-cracking lesbian women can 

make for entertaining musical theatre; however, there are nearly as many lesbian characters in 

the podcast as there are in the entirety of Broadway musical history.  

 Although the genre of the Broadway musical may be considered the “queerest of art 

forms” (Clum 36), representations of heterosexuality far exceed those of queer characters and 

white, gay men and drag queens  are vastly overrepresented among the latter. Only a small 2

number of other queer positionalities are represented within queer musicals. This thesis examines 

representations of lesbian women in two Broadway musicals with lesbian leads, Fun Home 

 Reflecting the creators’ desire to centre “[their] voices, [their] stories, and [their] community,” the musical features 1

a queer leading cast, including notable Broadway actors Jenn Colella (Come From Away) and Chilina Kennedy 
(Beautiful), as well as screen actor Jasmin Savoy Brown (HBO’s The Leftovers) (“The Flame”). 

 The majority of drag queen representations are written for white actors. While these roles can be cast with 2

racialized actors, their writing reflects this whiteness. For more on musical theatre and whiteness, see Warren 
Hoffman’s The Great White Way: Race and the Broadway Musical.
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(2015) and The Color Purple (2005; revival 2016), and considers the circumstances contributing 

to the underrepresentation of lesbian women in musical theatre historiography. Using José 

Esteban Muñoz’s theory of “disidentification,” I argue these two musicals disidentify with the 

dominant ideology presented throughout Broadway musicals as a genre and, as Muñoz states, 

“use this (cracked) code as raw material for representing a disempowered politics or positionality 

that has been rendered unthinkable by the dominant culture” (31). Both Fun Home and The 

Color Purple make a lesbian central to their project, which refuses the patriarchal heterosexism 

inherent in musicals as, according to Jill Dolan, the “lesbian subject is in a position to 

denaturalize dominant codes by signifying an existence that belies the entire structure of 

heterosexual culture and its representations” (Feminist 116). Through their subject matter and 

reworking of musical theatre conventions, Fun Home and The Color Purple refuse 

heteronormative messaging and structures as queer projects representing historically 

disempowered positionalities in order to showcase new queer ways of living to their spectators.  

 In Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics, José Esteban 

Muñoz calls on Michel Pêcheux to establish disidentification as a middle ground between those 

who identify (“where a ‘Good Subject’ chooses the path of identification with discursive and 

ideological forms”) and those who counteridentify (“‘Bad subjects’ resist and attempt to reject 

the images and identificatory sites offered by dominant ideology”) (11). In between these 

polarities lies the path of disidentification where the subject remakes the dominant ideology into 

something personally viable while retaining aspects of the original; these new constructions are 

uniquely personal and individual. Muñoz illustrates this as a practice of racialized queer people 

who “identify with ethnos or queerness despite the phobic charges in both fields” (11). In saying 
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this, he outlines disidentification as a method racialized queer people use to negotiate racism 

within queer communities and homophobia within racialized communities. In looking at media 

texts and performances, Muñoz sees disidentification as a way to “read oneself and one’s life 

narrative in a moment, object, or subject that is not culturally coded to ‘connect’ with the 

disidentifying subject” (12). Disidentification offers the subject a way to enter into a form or 

narrative not made for them and claim it. It is in this sense the writers and performers of Fun 

Home and The Color Purple disidentify with the white, cisgender, hetero-patriarchal ideology of 

mainstream musical theatre to create something that, while still commercially viable, empowers 

people who seldom see themselves represented on stage.  

 This thesis takes an intersectional approach in an attempt to identify and demonstrate the 

nuances of on stage representation that speak to spectators’ lived realities. Kimberlé Crenshaw 

describes “intersectionality” as a tool to examine multiple axes of oppression in the experiences 

of Black women (140).  In her analysis, legal frameworks fail Black women, because they only 3

looks at a single axis of oppression, race or gender, as opposed to their experience of being Black 

and women. Intersectionality considers the effects of such overlapping oppressions on those 

specific experiences. Similar to Crenshaw and others focusing their racialized lens on 

mainstream (white) feminism, “quare theory” offers a specifically racialized lens for queer 

theory. E. Patrick Johnson developed quare  theory to “critique stable notions of identity” as 4

queer theory does, but without excluding “racialized and class knowledges” (“‘Quare’” 

 Crenshaw’s analysis builds on the thought of Black and racialized feminists from the Combahee River collective, 3

collections by Gloria Anzaldúa and Cherríe Moraga, as well as Gloria T. Hull, and Alice Walker’s framework of 
“womanism” (Bealer 23-24; Crenshaw 139; Muñoz 6-7).

 Johnson named quare theory after the way his Black, Southern grandmother said “queer” (“‘Quare’” 126-127).4
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126-127). Quare theory attends to the specific experiences of racialized queer people as opposed 

to a generalized queer experience predicated on whiteness. In the same way that it would be a 

mistake to focus on Fun Home’s queerness without considering its whiteness, there is a danger in 

focusing on The Color Purple’s queerness in a manner that does not take into account the 

specificities of its Blackness. Using Crenshaw and Johnson’s approaches will help my research 

properly attend to identity experiences performed in these queer musicals.  

 While the lead character in both musicals is a lesbian, this thesis also includes bisexual 

characters; the specificities of sexuality will be detailed when discussing individual characters. 

However, many of the queer women characters being discussed are made legible through their 

specific lesbian relationships, so the overarching term “lesbian women” will be used more 

generally throughout. While “queer women” may be more inclusive of multiple sexualities, 

many lesbians feel the homogeneity of this term erases their experience.  I will alternate between 5

both “lesbian” and “queer” women to not erase the specific history of “lesbian” as a term, but 

also remind readers that not all people in lesbian relationships are lesbians. In terms of gender,  

the terms “women” and “men” include all women and men, cisgender and trans*,  particularly 6

when referring to spectators, as I do not wish to reinforce the hegemonic cisgender bias of our 

culture. Nonetheless, the vast majority of musical theatre characters (including those in Fun 

Home and The Color Purple) and their creators are cisgender. Though not a perfect solution, I 

 As Alexander Doty states, “…it seems important not to have ‘queer’ and ‘queerness’ become the type of umbrella 5

terms that implicitly position ‘lesbian,’ ‘gay,’ and ‘bisexual’ erotics, cultures, and politics as mere subsets of some 
larger, and seemingly more complex, progressive, or politically efficacious concept. This has already happened to 
lesbians in relation to notions of ‘women,’ ‘feminism,’ ‘homosexuality,’ and ‘gayness’” (xvii).

 Jack Halberstam explains the use of trans* as follows: “…the asterisk modifies the meaning of transitivity by 6

refusing to situate transition in relation to a destination, a final form, a specific shape, or an established configuration 
of desire and identity. The asterisk holds off the certainty of diagnosis; it keeps at bay any sense of knowing in 
advance what the meaning of this or that gender variant form may be, and perhaps most importantly, it makes trans* 
people the authors of their own categorizations” (Trans* 4).
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endeavour to indicate where the use of “men”/ “women” refers to cisgender men/women 

wherever applicable to refuse cisgender as the “default” and to highlight the barriers existing for 

trans* people in musical theatre. In terms of the use of “queer” more generally, this project 

favours Alexander Doty’s explanation in Making Things Perfectly Queer: “Queerness…is a 

quality related to any expression that can be marked as contra-, non-, or anti-straight” (xv). 

Additionally, I must locate my own position in this work. I am a white, cisgender, gay man on 

the outside of the experiences presented in these musicals and acknowledge there is a great deal I 

do not know and, as a result, I may miss layers of meaning within these texts. By focusing on 

lesbian representations, my work endeavours to bring excluded queer women into mainstream 

discussions of Broadway musical history. This is not to speak for or above them, but to shift the 

spotlight to these important on stage representations in the hopes it will invite further research 

and recognition. 

 Speaking on The Flame, co-writer Ellie Brigida remarks, “For me, I want this to be life-

affirming…I want people to come out of it feeling affirmed as a person in the LGBTQ 

community” (“‘Ellie Brigida’” 14:03-14:10). Therefore, I begin with The Flame because it 

continues the project of The Color Purple and Fun Home by working to change harmful 

messaging historically provided by musical theatre and offering interesting, layered 

representations. As well, it combines three elements my research explores: musical theatre, queer 

people, and women in musicals. 
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1.1 “Stories Echo Underground”: A Context Review 

1.1.1 The Broadway Musical 

Musical theatre is a distinctly American art form merging traditions of European operetta, British 

music hall, vaudeville, burlesque, and racist minstrel shows. Undoubtedly commercial and 

perhaps populist, musicals offer entertainment for a predominantly middle-class audience. 

Scenes, songs, and dances in early-20th century musicals are loosely connected in a manner 

closer to vaudeville: a comic scene makes way for a song and a novelty dance, none of which has 

much to do with the other elements. According to most historians, this changes when Rodgers 

and Hammerstein integrate these elements for the first time in Oklahoma! (1943), wherein the 

songs and dances are continuations of the scenes in a unified whole. Consequently, the integrated 

musical begins the so-called “Golden Age”  of Broadway musicals. However, in The Musical as 7

Drama, Scott McMillin challenges this notion of the “integrated" musical, stating what Rodgers 

and Hammerstein developed was an “extension” of the genre as opposed to the “revolution” 

many have described (xi). 

 In a refreshing turn, McMillin challenges readers to accept the incongruity of musical 

theatre. He posits it is the difference between scenes, songs, and dances that makes musicals 

special, not the so-called integration of these elements (2). For McMillin, there are two modes of 

time expressed in the musical form: “progressive” or “book time,” which is the forward 

momentum of the plot within the scenes; and “repetitive” or “lyric time,” which is the expansion 

of the plot’s ideas and emotions through song and dance (6-9). Unlike integration theory’s 

 The "Golden Age” of Broadway musicals is considered to begin with 1943’s Oklahoma! (Miller 1) and end 7

between 1964 and 1969 (see: Hoffman 113; Knapp 350; Pressley 335). I place the term in quotation marks to 
highlight the subjective nature of this designation and the power it holds.
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insistence that songs move the plot forward, McMillin posits they “change the mode of 

characterization”: “Characters who break into song are being enlarged by entering into the 

second order of time and displaying their mastery of repetitive, lyric form” (7-8). Songs and 

dances are not merely extensions of the plot: they open up characters and relationships and 

emphasize their importance through difference. 

 “Golden Age” musicals dominate musical theatre scholarship as not only the (debatable) 

zenith of the form, but also the gold-standard against which all later musicals are judged.  The 8

conventions established during this era continue to undergird the musical form: a romantic 

leading couple and a comedic secondary couple (always heterosexual); the use of stereotypes; 

rhyming lyrics; the “I am” song and “I want” song;  ensemble numbers; and, most often, the 9

culmination of the plot in a wedding, as in classical comedy.  Musicals embody U.S. cultural 10

values like self-assertion and optimism, but also reflect conservative hegemonic ideas about 

gender and sexuality. Some of these will be discussed briefly, but all are worth mentioning as 

they collectively illustrate the heterosexist foundation of musical theatre that impedes the 

development of queer narratives. In Chapters Two and Three, McMillin’s concept of lyric time 

will be used to illustrate how Fun Home and The Color Purple change the course of lesbian 

representation on stage and refuse the heteronormative ideology of musical theatre.  

 This is more common in surveys, but certainly Clum, Hoffman, McMillin, Miller, and Wolf’s A Problem Like 8

Maria focus on “Golden Age” musicals with varying degrees of devotion.

 An “I am” song introduces who a character is; an “I want” song introduces what they desire. For more information, 9

see Wolf Problem 3, 111.

 This list is partially based on my own experience as an actor in musical theatre, but for further discussion of 10

Broadway musical conventions, see Knapp, McMillin, and Taylor and Symonds.
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1.1.2 The Queer Liberation Movement 

Sylvia Rivera sums up the failures of the queer liberation movement as follows: “gay men 

oppress gay women, white gays oppress black gays, and straight-looking gays oppress 

transvestites”  and — unfortunately — history more or less proves Rivera’s point (Riemer and 11

Brown 110). I will look back to two important homophile  organizations of the 1950s, the 12

Daughters of Bilitis (DOB) and the Mattachine Foundation, in order to demonstrate the exclusion 

of lesbian women in Broadway musicals as indicative of dynamics within the larger queer 

liberation movement.  13

 Beginning in the 1950s, the DOB and the Mattachine Foundation are the first groups of 

homosexual women and men,  respectively, to organize for political action. Despite their 14

commitment to equality for all, predominantly white, cisgender, and middle-class people 

comprise both the DOB and the Mattachine Foundation’s memberships.  Their members debate 15

how to advocate for rights: by representing themselves as a distinct cultural group or to 

assimilate into larger society by asserting they are just like everyone else, except for their sexual 

behaviour. The move toward assimilation wins out in both organizations; however, the issue 

 Language is always changing. In the 1970s, transvestite was a common term that has since been replaced by 11

transgender or trans* (Riemer and Brown 20-21).

 “For the founders of the Mattachine Foundation, homophile was an alternative to homosexual, which had ‘clinical 12

and pathological’ connotations” (Riemer and Brown 50).

 For a more comprehensive queer history, see We Are Everywhere: Protest, Power, and Pride in the History of 13

Queer Liberation by Matthew Riemer and Leighton Brown. Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making 
of the Gay Male World 1890-1940 by George Chauncey is also an invaluable resource.

 While undoubtedly some people involved in early homophile movements may now be categorized using different 14

markers of gender and sexuality, most historical accounts refer to these organizations as being solely occupied by 
gay men and lesbian women. 

 It must be said, however, the Mattachine’s membership wasn’t entirely white, cisgender men. While other 15

positionalities were the exception to the rule, it is important to not erase their contributions. 
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remains a dividing line for queer activists today. The DOB and Mattachine Society  eventually 16

collaborate, but the asymmetrical relations of power become quickly evident. Not only do the 

Mattachine men dominate the strategic moves of the organizations, they resist any lesbian 

contributions at all, because they do not see the unique struggles the Daughters face as not only 

homosexual, but women (Riemer and Brown 82-95). Then, as now, many queer men could not 

see past their own inherited patriarchal perspective to understand the feminist point of view on 

women’s struggles. As a result, the mainstream queer movement frequently ignores the specific 

needs of anyone who is not a cisgender, white man, which Audre Lorde refers to as the “mythical 

norm” (116).  

 The mainstream movement additionally valourizes white, gay men over all other activists 

with regularity (Reimer and Brown 317). White people frequently represent the movement, 

despite hard work “in the trenches” by racialized people of all genders. Cisgender, white men in 

particular take on leadership roles, create strategy, and control representation at public events. 

Accordingly, the marginalization and exclusion exhibited by the earliest homophile organizations 

continues. This combination of assimilation, the bonding of white, middle-class, queer people, 

and the exclusion of anyone outside the “mythical norm” illustrates the mainstreaming methods 

of the queer liberation movement. Musical theatre mirrors these methods, with representations of 

white, gay men and drag queens far exceeding characterizations of lesbians and other 

positionalities in queer narratives, in addition to similar over-representation of white, cisgender, 

gay men in theatrical leadership and creative positions. 

 The organization became known as the Mattachine Society in 1953 after division over the assimilation issue 16

caused a split from Harry Hay and the other Founders (Reimer and Brown 77-79). 
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1.1.3 Women in Musical Theatre 

In discussing the primacy of (cisgender, heterosexual) women in the Broadway musical, D. A. 

Miller states: “…the utopia of female preeminence on the musical stage ends up bespeaking the 

reality of its opposite off that stage, in the musical theatre as well as nearly everywhere else. …a 

woman had better imagine being the star of the show; she could hardly become one of its 

creators” (89, emphasis mine). Flipping through chronicles of Broadway musicals, one quickly 

sees Miller’s point: those “behind the table” are almost invariably men.  

 In Theatre and Sexuality, Jill Dolan highlights how theatre in general is divided along 

gender lines, with few women “see[ing] their work produced on Broadway” (51). In the 1980s, 

white, straight women and gay men gradually see their plays produced in mainstream venues, but 

lesbians specifically and racialized queer people generally have no “commercial counterpart” to 

this work (Dolan Sexuality 22). In New York, as elsewhere, queer and racialized work is pushed 

outside the mainstream into “alternative theatres,” and quite frequently, lesbian women have to 

carve out their own space apart from gay men.  Similarly, women continue to hit a glass ceiling 17

within Western music, including Broadway musicals. This ranges from the explicit, like 

exclusion from training and networking, to the more subtle, as when women are dissuaded from 

seeing music as a viable career (McClary 18, 150). It is perhaps telling that writers Dorothy 

Fields and Betty Comden — who had men as writing partners — had double the amount of 

shows produced on Broadway compared to Mary Rodgers, who wrote alone. Warren Hoffman 

asserts white, gay men have have been able to find success as musical creatives, while white 

women and racialized people “have not been granted full access to creating Broadway shows, let 

 For lesbian/gay divisions within alternative theatre, see: Esther Newton’s look at creative spaces at the Grove 17

(“Dick(less) Tracy” 67, 87) and Alan Sinfield on London’s Gay Sweatshop (304-310).
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alone succeeded in putting fair representations of themselves onstage” (4-5).  Hoffman and 18

Dolan’s assessments demonstrate white, cisgender men have the highest chances of employment 

within Broadway’s creative teams.  

 Cisgender men on Broadway are predominantly producers, directors, music directors, and 

orchestra contractors and, therefore, in control of hiring production teams and orchestras. Men 

collaborate with other men to write lyrics or compose melodies, ensuring — consciously or not 

— dominance of men within the field. In the “Golden Age,” women musicians are often viewed 

as hobbyists and, as such, are relegated to the role of rehearsal pianist and sometimes arranger 

and/or orchestrator (Cavenaugh 78-81). These roles are vital to the success of a musical 

production, but are often invisibilized within the history of the musical. As well, these roles keep 

women as gig workers, which prevents their financial security and promotion. In this period, 

rehearsal pianists are only ever hired to play for the rehearsal period; whereas union players are 

hired to play the show, thus keeping women out of the union (Cavenaugh 81-82). The composers 

of a musical make royalties off of their compositions, whereas arrangers and orchestrators are 

paid a fee for their services alone (Cavenaugh 88). In the limited roles they are allowed to 

occupy within these structures, women musicians continue to hit a financial and creative glass 

ceiling.   19

 While certainly anyone can write lesbian roles, I believe the limited opportunities for 

women are one reason there has been such a small amount of lesbian representation in musical 

 Dolan, however, usefully reminds us that we cannot “draw a strict correlation between sexuality, race, and access 18

to resource-rich influential venues,” citing George C. Wolfe as an example of a Black, gay man who has had 
considerable commercial success (Sexuality 55). However, he is, I would add, somewhat of an outlier in this regard.

 This research focuses on women, but barriers remain in place for all people of marginalized genders.19
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theatre. These examples therefore contextualize how exceptional the — predominantly women 

— writers of Fun Home and The Color Purple are in their creation of successful lesbian-centred 

musicals on Broadway.  

1.2 “Keep It Lit, Lit, Lit!”: A Literature Review of Queerness 

and Musical Theatre  

In the last twenty-five years, writing on musical theatre has shifted from almost strictly historical 

surveys to a more analytical approach to the subjects and meanings of the genre. Approaching 

musicals from a lens of identity invigorated the field, with landmark studies on queerness and 

musical theatre emerging from scholars like D. A. Miller, John Clum, and Stacy Wolf. Rather 

than focusing on the chronology of productions or individual writers, these scholars examined 

the musical as a site of queer spectatorship, with particular attention to the meanings produced 

for queer viewers. To delve further into a study of lesbian representation on stage, I will examine 

the scholarship on stereotypes of gender and sexuality in normative and non-normative 

representations, the trajectory of queer representations and tropes, as well as queer viewing 

practices. 

1.2.1 Stereotypes of Gender and Sexuality 

Fastidious, butch, submissive: these keywords provide insight into the slight sketches 

constituting many musical characters, as well as the stereotypes signifying sexuality and gender 

in the genre. Scholars agree stereotypes are a mix of real and constituted characteristics: they are 

true to some extent, but are also reinforced by the media in which they're used (Clum 5; Russo 

264; Wolf Problem 21). Musical theatre is rife with examples. The scholars studied illustrate the 
 12



messages these stereotypes can convey, as well as the ways in which actors can subvert or play 

with these messages.  

 Gender, Stacy Wolf argues, is a “constitutive element” of Broadway musicals (Changed 

6). The genre organizes structure, narrative, and music around conservative notions of a gender 

binary.  Musicals frequently over-emphasize gender markers, which enables spectators to easily 20

identify characters along traditional gender lines (Clum 6; Knapp 206; Wolf Changed 7). The 

audience perceives traditionally “masculine” or “feminine” costuming on a body that is marked 

as “masculine” or “feminine” (within the U.S. cultural context) and immediately classifies that 

character as a “man” or a “woman,” along with their list of established characteristics. 

Traditionally, women are passive, sensitive, and emotional, where men are active, strong, and 

stoic.  

 The actor/character’s voice (especially in song) confirms the audience’s gender 

expectations through “culturally recognizable timbre, pitch, or vocal quality” (Wolf Changed 7). 

Vocal type traditionally denotes gender with women’s characters possessing a soprano, mezzo, or 

alto voice and men’s characters possessing a tenor, baritone, or bass voice. Typically, these 

gendered voices are also assigned specific song styles. Women sing “the sensitive songs, the 

torch songs, or songs of unrequited love,” whereas men generally sing sensitive songs only if 

they are alone on stage (Clum 61, 109). Within gender, voice types can further delineate 

character types. Traditionally, ingénues consistently sing in the soprano register, while the alto 

 Much of the language used to convey gender in this scholarship relies on traditional conceptions of “masculinity” 20

and “femininity,” as that is what the musical genre utilizes. I use the word “traditional” in this thesis to acknowledge 
these notions of masculinity and femininity are socially constructed and not tied to our current understanding of 
gender that moves beyond this binary.
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range is used for more spirited, often comic characters (Wolf Changed 7).    21

 The “diva,” however,  occupies a third space apart from soprano ingénues and comic 

altos: the leading lady with a lower voice, generally a belter  (Dvoskin 95). In terms of story, 22

divas chart their own path: while they may be in a romantic couple, their “own needs and 

desires” are centred above the romance (Dvoskin 95). As such, scholars constantly describe divas 

in terms of “otherness.” They note divas’ huge personalities and performances, their excessive 

nature, and their ability to push at the edges of traditional femininity (Clum 174; Dvoskin 94; 

Wolf Changed 224). The diva enraptures spectators because she is not bound by the traditional 

roles for women, and thus, is also marked by “[f]eminine assertiveness and survival” (Clum 

137). The diva’s iconic status among spectators illustrates her ability to model aspirational 

qualities of confidence and determination. 

 While gender and sexuality are separate, Wolf asserts divergence from normative gender 

expression is often read as a marker of non-normative sexuality (Problem 41). We read a 

“masculine” woman as lesbian and a “feminine” man as gay, and these readings are often 

encouraged within the genre. Millie Taylor and Dominic Symonds extend Wolf’s assessment of 

this divergence in applying it to the voice. They agree the voice is “ideologically gendered” and 

declare any divergence from that norm will “inevitably de-normalize (queer) its expression of 

 The tenor register is often used for romantic leading men; however, men seem less limited by vocal range in 21

comparison (Wolf Gender 211).

 “Belter” is the term used to denote women who sing in their chest register, without switching to head voice as they 22

ascend in pitch. Ethel Merman, Jennifer Holliday, and Patti LuPone are just a few well-known Broadway belters 
(and, incidentally, divas). Wolf traces a lineage of Broadway belters to comedian-singer Sophie Tucker, who 
appropriated the style of early 20th-century Black women blues singers (Problem 102). She describes the belted 
voice as “evok[ing] darkness in tone and timbre,” which she situates opposite the “‘whiteness’ always ascribed to 
[Julie] Andrews’ voice” (Wolf Problem 102). Through these descriptions, Wolf paints a picture of how the soprano 
voice, descended from Western art music, is tied to purity and whiteness, whereas the belt thus becomes associated 
with a different tonal “colour,” which contains a literal valence.
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identity” (175). Therefore, both body and voice broadcast the character’s gender and, frequently, 

sexuality in codes adhering to traditional, conservative ideologies. Interestingly, Jill Dolan 

outlines sexuality must be “performed to be read,” and “the assumption of heterosexuality 

prevails unless homosexual or lesbian practice is made textual” (Presence 139). While this 

initially seemed supportive of musical theatre’s tendency to utilize gender markers to indicate 

sexuality, Dolan’s stance more accurately articulates sexuality must be embedded in the script to 

count as representation.  Regardless, whether visually, aurally, or textually, these on stage 23

representations must run counter to traditional ideology to be witnessed. The use of non-

normative gender markers and queer textual references will be discussed in Chapter Two, as Fun 

Home negotiates stereotypes in a number of ways that deepen its representations.  

 The aforementioned traditional ideology creates an undeniably heterosexual genre for 

musical theatre (Clum 90; Miller 100; Wolf Changed 198). In discussing mainstream media, 

Alexander Doty posits “[t]hese forms and conventions only seem inevitably bound to express 

straight positions because, historically, they have been used most often, and most visibly, to 

promote straight ideologies and desires” (33). This creates space for queer narratives, but rightly 

recognizes the ways in which most mainstream media rely on a heterosexual paradigm. Wolf 

proposes this paradigm conveys a message of maturing into a properly “feminized/masculinized” 

subject, frequently through some kind of “heterosexual awakening” (Gender 212). The trope of 

characters who possess some kind of wild spirit and eventually are reformed through a 

heterosexual relationship can be seen throughout the genre, particularly in the “Golden Age.” 

What musicals transmit to audiences is clear: growing up is about fulfilling a traditional idea of 

 Dolan thus establishes a difference between coded and explicitly queer characters. For the purposes of my study, I 23

will focus on explicitly lesbian, bisexual, and transgender characters. 
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what it is to be a man or a woman, and marriage is the culmination of such an achievement, 

which keeps the world in balance. Fun Home and The Color Purple eschew this trope in favour 

of a lesbian awakening that refuses societal norms.  

 D. A. Miller introduces the idea of the stage as a feminized space, ruled by cisgender 

women, with cisgender men merely serving the women in performance (71). However, in 

discussing this “feminize[d] access to the performing space,” Miller also recognizes the 

patriarchy that never stops “command[ing] the value system underpinning the story” (81).  24

Miller acknowledges women have the stage, but men control it — a key analysis. As a result, 

leading ladies are nearly always portraying a man’s idea of a woman. Perhaps this is why so 

many of Rodgers and Hammerstein’s musicals typically feature a woman who is taught a lesson 

by a man (Wolf Problem 1). Miller illustrates how the musical genre creates “woman as Woman, 

the cultural formula of her gender” (89). In so doing, Miller highlights the way women in 

musicals, at least of the “Golden Age,” over-represent an idea of femininity, presenting an 

exaggerated projection of gender. Taylor and Symonds identify the roles typifying this 

femininity: “the virgin, the whore, the witch or the mother” (140). The virgins are usually the 

romantic ingénues, suitably “feminine” in appearance, and always heterosexual. They are 

frequently configured opposite a sexually-active character, quite often part of the comedic 

second couple  (Clum 30). While sexually autonomous women can be seen as commonly as the 25

romantic leading lady in contemporary musicals, any representation stands in comparison to 

 This point is made in Miller’s reading of Gypsy (1959); however, this reading stands as representative of 24

Broadway musicals and their relationship to gay men more generally.

 More prevalent in “Golden Age” musicals, we see this pairing with Ivy/Hildy in On the Town (1944), Fiona/Meg 25

in Brigadoon (1947), and Sarah/Adelaide in Guys and Dolls (1950), for example.
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these “classic” characters. The Color Purple presents Celie as not only a sexually autonomous 

woman, but one who teaches a man a lesson in a reversal of the Rodgers and Hammerstein trope, 

as will be seen in Chapter Three. Celie’s lesbian relationship with Shug will be seen to disrupt 

the patriarchal value system that rules the Broadway stage.  

 In terms of lesbian representation on stage, Wolf reviews a number of ways women can 

be read as lesbian and notes, until there are numerous lesbian representations, spectators will 

have to rely on stereotype to see queerness in musicals (Problem 38-40). This indicates both the 

reliance on stereotype to identify musical characters and the dearth of queer women 

representations, not to mention the lack of scholarship about those representations. While geared 

for queer readings or translating queer coding, Wolf’s scholarship in this regard is still useful for 

thinking about lesbian representation on stage. She lists a number of stereotypes that have been 

used and reinforced by media, most prominently the butch/femme relationship, but also “the 

spinster, the schoolmistress, the vampire, the bulldyke, the tomboy, or the androgyne” — 

essentially any woman who changes or defies norms (Problem 39-41). The butch/femme 

dynamic is probably the most utilized image of lesbians, although it has been both refuted and 

embraced by lesbian communities.  Wolf acknowledges this in her writing, but also clearly finds 26

the butch/femme dynamic useful for describing what makes lesbians legible in musicals. It is 

perhaps unsurprising that a genre that relies heavily on traditional ideas of masculinity and 

femininity would then articulate queerness through a stereotypical inversion of each. 

Negotiations of the butch stereotype will be discussed in the context of Alison in Fun Home in 

Chapter Two.  

 For more on the butch/femme dynamic and its reception within lesbian communities, see: Dolan Presence 26

168-173, Halberstam Female Masculinity 121, Jagose 64-67, and Wolf Problem 38—40, 93-99.
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 In terms of racialized queer characters, there is a lack of intersectional approach to their 

representation within much of the reviewed scholarship. That said, in looking at racialized 

characters against the backdrop of Third Wave feminism, Wolf attends to negotiations of more 

general racialized stereotypes, including the Black “Mammy” character and the “sexy Latina” 

(Changed 174, 190). Also, in her earlier work, Wolf addresses the ways musicals advance in 

some fronts while regressing in others, as when “progressive gender politics frequently 

accompany racist images” (Problem 31). This can certainly be seen in The King and I (1951), but 

also in contemporary musicals like Priscilla, Queen of the Desert (2011), which takes strides in 

transgender representation,  but also includes a highly offensive, over-sexualized Asian 27

character.  John Clum, too, highlights stereotypes in Seesaw’s (1973) Black and Latin numbers, 28

which illustrates how racial stereotypes are embedded within musical forms in much the same 

way as the markers of gender and sexuality explored earlier (202). As Warren Hoffman points 

out, these markers then construct and reinforce those racial stereotypes so that (predominantly 

white) audiences then uncritically take representations as authentic reflections of particular 

communities (20).  Racial stereotypes impact the way spectators receive characters and 29

narratives in positive and negative ways. For racialized queer characters, therefore, multiple 

layers of stereotype must be navigated. A consideration of racialized queer characters and their 

negotiation of multiple stereotypes will be taken up in Chapter Three.  

 It should be noted the transgender representation is also being examined in a current UK tour of the show. 27

Bernadette has previously been played by cisgender men, and some in the community have called for the role to be 
filled by a transgender actor as better representative of such a character (Rabinowitz).

 To that end, Taylor and Symonds address the “silent ‘exotic’” in South Pacific (1949), as well as other “racially 28

contentious characters” within Rodgers and Hammerstein’s writing in their chapter on Orientalism within musicals 
(80-81).

 This particular reference is about West Side Story (1957), but certainly applies to other musicals about or featuring 29

racialized communities. 
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1.2.2 Representations and Tropes 

Representations, on stage or on screen, help us understand ourselves and — for better or for 

worse — influence others’ understanding of us as well (The Celluloid Closet 1:33:20-1:33:55). I 

will look briefly at queer representation in Broadway musicals as they relate to theatre and film 

to demonstrate the tropes and stereotypes Fun Home and The Color Purple work against, as well 

as the lack of lesbian representation in musicals as part of a larger cultural neglect.  

 Representations of queerness on stages and screens follow a similar trajectory. Queer 

representations, and especially subject matter, typically appear first in plays on Broadway, then 

film portrayals, and then in musicals.  The trajectory of queerness begins with coded 30

representations of “masculine” women and “sissy” men in the early-20th century, which later 

become violent stereotypes. In films of the 1960s, lesbians are seen as “predatory and 

dangerous”  and sissies become “threatening” (Russo 154). An alarming number of lesbian and 31

gay characters die in films of the period, with the majority of queer characters dying by “suicide 

or violent death” between 1962 and 1978 (Russo 52). At the same time, white, cisgender, gay 

men begin appearing in Broadway musicals, as fashion designers (Coco (1969)), hairdressers 

(Applause (1970)), and choreographers (Seesaw).  Interestingly, the period from about 1950 to 32

 Some of these delays in representation between Broadway plays and Hollywood films were due to adaptations. 30

Simply put, plays with queers characters (textual or sub-) were later adapted into movies, thus explaining the delay. 
This also occurred occasionally with musical adaptations of films, like La Cage Aux Folles (film 1978; musical 
1984) and Kinky Boots (film 2005; musical 2013).

 It’s worth noting the predatory lesbian, in particular, had already been seen on stage in the 1920s and 1930s with 31

plays such as The Captive (1926) and The Children’s Hour (1934) (Sinfeld 137-141).  The Children’s Hour was 
turned into a film in 1962, which continued the harmful trajectory of lesbian representation on the screen (Russo 
139-141).

 While these stereotypes may bristle, they are perhaps better than the stereotype of the murderous show queen 32

occurring on film. According to Vito Russo, spotting a Gypsy cast recording in a man’s apartment signalled he 
would be a serial killer (262). My possession of five Gypsy cast albums should serve to disprove this stereotype, at 
least anecdotally. 
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1975 has an almost complete lack of lesbian characters in Broadway plays (Sinfield 231), with 

none appearing in musicals of the time.  

 In the 1980s and 1990s, queer characters in film become less dangerous, but the majority 

are essentially defined by their sexuality alone, without much nuance (Russo 255). These one-

dimensional queer characters in film and musicals become problematic when compared to the 

more complex, nuanced representations of queer men on stage with the advent of the politically-

charged AIDS drama.  In the 1990s, greater queer representations appear in musicals (in 33

volume, if not three-dimensionality). The first bisexual character  rolls onto the stage in 34

Starlight Express (1987), and shortly thereafter, lesbian women start explicitly appearing in 

Broadway musicals, like Nick & Nora (1991), Falsettos (1992), and Rent (1996).  In Changed 35

for Good, Stacy Wolf asserts the anti-feminist backlash of the 1980s aligns with women’s roles 

reverting back to a “narrow female stereotype” in the then-nascent megamusical (129, 143). 

Fascinatingly, this reduction in women’s roles comes at the same time that gay men's storylines 

occur with more frequency. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Wolf illustrates many musicals 

push to “recenter the actor” with an emphasis on women once again (Changed 159). This re-

centering also occurs at the time that lesbian roles start appearing in more meaningful ways, 

including (as Wolf does) The Color Purple.  These changing roles for women may fit into a 36

 For more on AIDS drama and its impact, see David Román’s Acts of Intervention: Performance, Gay Culture, and 33

AIDS. 

 Bisexuality has been largely unexplored in musical theatre scholarship and, similarly, isn’t mentioned until 151 34

pages into The Celluloid Closet. 

 Interestingly, the musical Colette (1982) would have been the first, but it closed out of town. While the score is 35

reportedly quite good, it seems the out-of-town tryouts happened in more conservative outposts, which may have led 
to its demise (Mordden 15-22). 

 It is tempting to draw neat parallels like these, but it is worthwhile to remember Wolf’s studies focus on a handful 36

of musicals in each decade, thus not representing the totality of work created at the time.
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larger matrix of factors contributing to a lack of queer women representations on stage. 

 Trans* characters  aren’t explicitly represented in many musicals; however, some have 37

made the argument that Angel in Rent, while written as a drag queen, would likely be considered 

trans* today.  Starting in the new millennium, a wider array of queer characters appear across 38

all media; nonetheless, it would be incorrect to paint the trajectory of queer representation as a 

clean line from harmful stereotypes to layered, complex characters. What is most salient is white, 

cisgender, gay men dominate representations in plays and musicals, with lesbian women and 

other queer positionalities seen far less. 

 As far as tropes and stereotypes are concerned, there are a few that appear consistently 

within queer narratives. These include stereotypes involving gender inversion, but also the 

punishment trope, storylines in service of a heterosexual narrative, as well as tokenization. The 

punishment trope involves a homosexual character who is in some way punished within the 

narrative, like the suicides and violent deaths seen earlier in film. Raymond Knapp notes this 

punishment of gay characters replaced an earlier trope of punishing sexually autonomous women 

in pre-Stonewall musicals (206). Two examples of this trope in action are Paul’s injury in A 

Chorus Line (1975) and Angel’s death in Rent. Scholars note Paul’s storyline humanizes a gay 

character for the audience, but then denies him success, so as not to stretch the limits of 

acceptance for the audience (Clum 204; Knapp 239; Miller 128; Wolf Changed 124), and the 

 For an excellent look at trans* representations in media, see the documentary Disclosure. 37

 While the musical characterizes Angel as a drag queen, with both “he” and “she” pronouns used, some have 38

argued Angel is trans*. Scholars have referred to her as a “transvestite” (Hoffman 15), “drag queen” (Clum 272; 
Román 272; Sebesta 428), and part of a “gay male couple” (Wolf Gender 216), but fans have debated these 
characterizations (Incarnate). In light of this debate and the libretto’s ambiguity on Angel’s gender, it seems best to 
use trans*, as defined by Halberstam. 
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same could be said of Angel.  In terms of queer storylines, Wolf notes a trend in Rent, Spring 39

Awakening (2006), and Avenue Q (2003) of including gay characters in a community setting that 

acknowledges the existence of queerness, but “bolsters heteronormativity” (Gender 216). Rent, 

for example, introduces, and to some extent normalizes, queer characters to a mainstream 

audience, but ultimately uses those characters in service of the heterosexual love story at its core 

(Clum 274; Taylor and Symonds 184; Wolf Gender 216). Finally, musicals also tokenize queer 

characters. Many of the smaller queer features in musicals tend to be comic relief, like Elder 

McKinley in The Book of Mormon (2011) and Roger DeBris’ coterie in The Producers (2001). A 

parallel could be drawn here to the ways racialized characters are generally introduced as part of 

a community, but in a manner bolstering whiteness. Instead of the comic number, for example, 

Dan Dinero asserts Black women characters are often given a number to stop the show, often in a 

musical vernacular associated with Black communities (like gospel or jazz), regardless of its 

stylistic incongruity with the rest of the show (32). While this highlights the performer’s abilities, 

it is often tokenizing, exploiting their talent without using it throughout the show. It seems 

anything outside of the “mythical norm” is relegated to a supporting role.   

 Wolf complicates the understanding of problematic women’s representations by pointing 

to the talent of the performers whose “virtuosity is always evident and part of the musical’s 

pleasure” (Problem 33). Even in the most conservative, traditional presentation of a women (or 

any stereotypical character), the strength of the actor’s characterization can subvert expectations 

and create something far more layered and meaningful. This accounts for the many unforgettable 

performances of characters that on paper can be offensive to contemporary sensibilities and yet 

 The fact both characters are Latinx and queer signals the prevailing ideology that fulfillment is all the more out of 39

reach the further you are located from white, cisgender masculinity.
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are transformed through the alchemy of the talented artist. Additionally, while these characters’ 

one-dimensionality and storylines can be read in harmful ways, they do represent the first time 

many spectators found themselves reflected in media. When I was growing up in Saskatchewan 

in the 1990s, Rent opened my eyes to a world I did not know and enabled me to empathize with 

characters unlike anyone I had met. As will be seen in my discussion of queer viewing practices, 

queer spectators are used to finding themselves in the smallest, possibly harmful moments in 

media, but the quality of the representation does not necessarily diminish the powerfully positive 

legacy it holds.   40

 It is impossible to talk about the quality of queer representations without discussing their 

creators. In The Celluloid Closet, Vito Russo advocates for more openly gay filmmakers because 

no one else will “confront the reality” of the ways heterosexist society affects its queer citizens 

(194); however, he also contends one’s sexuality is less important than the ability to artfully 

weave a character’s sexuality into a larger narrative, which he maintains is “at the heart of gay 

films” (306). In so doing, he highlights the existing tension surrounding who has the ability and 

even the right to tell queer stories. The axiom “nothing about us without us” suggests stories 

about marginalized groups, in particular, need to be written in consultation with, if not the 

outright involvement of, those groups. In discussing The Color Purple, James Lovelock notes 

specifically that the musical depicts "black, female and queer characters written by a writing 

team with combined living experience across all these identities” (193). While Lovelock does not 

explicitly attribute the musical’s success to this fact, it is fair to say his highlighting it suggests its 

importance. While there are certainly beloved representations written by creators who do not 

 Stacy Wolf discusses this as “dissonant pleasure”: the ability to critique media while still enjoying elements of it. 40

For more, see Wolf’s “Hamilton’s Women” in Studies in Musical Theatre.
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share their identity, I argue Fun Home and The Color Purple demonstrate the power of stories 

written by those who share their social locations. Therefore, I contend the factors that limit 

lesbian women’s participation in musical theatre writing also contribute to the lack of lesbian 

representation in the genre.  

 Across readings, scholars articulate the conservative nature of representations in 

Broadway musicals. The vast majority employ rigid gender stereotypes to establish both 

normative and non-normative sexualities and to delimit possible character traits, especially when 

considering the additional factor of voice type. Taylor and Symonds see this as evidence “society 

is viewed from the position of a dominant patriarchy” and propose “[they] could explore other 

equally disenfranchised communities, applying these ideas to the representation of diasporic 

communities within Western society, or lesbian women and so on, but that is for you to do when 

you look at other musical theatre texts” (135, emphasis mine). Taylor and Symonds’ particular 

highlighting of lesbian women indicates the deficiency of the research in this area, as well as its 

importance as one of many identity positions from which the musical should be scrutinized. My 

case studies in Chapters Two and Three will take up Taylor and Symonds’ invitation to examine 

the impact of seeing society through lesbian representations on stage.  

1.2.3 Queer Viewing Practices 

Scholars generally accept there is an established link between gay men spectators  and musical 41

theatre (see: Clum 4-5; Doty 12; Halperin 132-133; McMillin 199; Miller 17; Wolf Problem 21). 

Knowledge of and enjoyment in musical theatre can be a way of building “street cred” within 

 It is unclear what, if any, associations are made between bisexual/pansexual men and musical theatre. Throughout 41

the research, bisexuality is elided into a larger “gay” narrative. 
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certain gay men’s circles and, for many, can be read as a marker of queerness. That said, 

Alexander Doty raises the point that “lesbian work within the genre has been less acknowledged” 

(12). In A Problem Like Maria and Changed for Good, Stacy Wolf bridges that gap by arguing 

there is also lesbian and heterosexual women’s spectatorship for musicals beyond the 

stereotypical gay men audience. 

 According to Wolf, musical theatre “has always been the terrain of women and girls” 

(Changed 6). The musical could never have thrived if only playing to its gay men fans, of course, 

and yet their spectatorial practices are disproportionately recognized. Wolf diverges from this 

mode of scholarship by shifting focus to young girl fans and lesbian-feminist spectators, 

separately. Despite their frequently employed heterosexism, Wolf contends musicals can appeal 

to even those women spectators who are feminist and/or lesbian. These spectators may not agree 

with the overt politics or gender roles of the musical, but they still find enjoyment by other 

means. 

 Women’s spectatorship, not unlike their gay men counterparts,  relies on identification. 42

Women of all ages find a kind of ego-libido identification in that they want to be like the 

character on stage (Wolf Changed 222; Problem 24). This identification helps younger girl fans 

make sense of themselves and their lives as characters teach them ways of being (Wolf Changed 

227). This differs from gay men’s identification in that: women can outwardly perform these 

behaviours/identifications in ways far more socially acceptable than for men, particularly 

 In their nascent stage and into adulthood, “show queens” (as gay men fans are often called) frequently identify 42

with heterosexual women characters in the musicals they cherish (Clum 46, 170; Miller 89-90; Wolf Problem 22). 
This identification comes in part due to the character’s object choice, as the musical almost always involves a 
heterosexual romance. Furthermore, there is an element of what the women characters express in their bold, dazzling 
performances that is attractive to the show queen, especially those who have yet to fully express their own sexuality.
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younger boys; and these identification practices seem to carry less association with sexuality 

than for men. In looking at the “fan girls” of the musical Wicked (2003), Wolf establishes their 

identification practices are valid “whatever the girl fans’ present or future sexuality or sexual 

identification” (Changed 231). Thus, it seems identifying with the diva carries less of a stigma 

for women spectators.  

 However, some women enact object-libido identification, meaning they want to have the 

diva (Wolf Problem 24). Unlike gay men fans, lesbian spectators may identify with the leading 

lady out of desire as much as admiration.  Interestingly, Wolf does not go into depth addressing 43

any cross-gender identification practices for women that mirror men’s diva identification. While 

it does happen,  perhaps it betrays feminist principles to identify too strongly with a man's 44

character, or perhaps, as multiple scholars argue, the stage space is ruled by the feminine 

presence  and therefore, we are all led to identify with women stars, regardless of our own 45

gender (Clum 6-7; Miller 89-90; Wolf Problem 21-22).  

 This shared use of identification illustrates the musical’s potential for creating 

possibilities for its fans. Wolf asserts the “form of the musical itself encourages spectators to 

engage with it from identity positions not their own” (Problem 5). Songs and dances are easily 

taken from musicals to be performed in one’s bedroom, basement, or bathroom.  This aspect of 46

 Alexander Doty highlights this “erotic pleasure and identification” as part of “lesbian star cults” in film as well 43

(20). 

 For example, some women discuss identifying with Captain Von Trapp in The Sound of Music (1965) in order to 44

imagine dancing with Maria (Wolf Problem 216).

 Clum notes that British musicals have “historically focused on men,” but the differences between British and 45

Broadway musicals and their spectators are beyond the purview of this study (7).

 This is all the more true today, with platforms like YouTube making cast recordings, press clips, and even video 46

bootlegs globally available.
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the form enables spectators to then enact someone else’s story. Raymond Knapp calls this the 

“persuasive power” of musicals and describes how the individual’s performance at home can 

lead them to understand their own gender or sexuality, which are themselves “performed 

attributes of personal identity” (205). Such a change in understanding of one’s self may not be 

the goal of identification, if there is one at all, but certainly it illustrates how powerful these 

identification practices can be. The power of representation will be attended to in both Chapters 

Two and Three, as Fun Home and The Color Purple provide new identities and ideologies with 

which to identify.  

 In addition to identification, queer spectators partake in the well-known practice of 

reading one’s self into a piece of media (Clum 46, 211; Miller 68-69; Wolf Problem 8). Queer 

spectators, used to not seeing themselves in media, become adept at seeing what may not be 

there. For example, Wolf establishes that one agreed upon characteristic of being lesbian is desire 

between women and, therefore, that any kind of relationship between women (generally not 

desirous in the heterosexist genre) can therefore be read as lesbian (Problem 40). Thus, women’s 

duets can be mined for their queer potential, as can any strong women’s relationships.  With the 47

“feminine” presence so celebrated on the musical stage, there is plenty of queer reading 

potential.  

 One can read from a position of queerness, regardless of gender or sexuality (Doty 2; 

Halperin 13; Wolf Problem 23). Some of this comes down to “interpretive habits and cultural 

competencies” (Wolf Problem 25): when you know what to listen for, it’s easy to find allusions 

to queer practices or, with a writer like Cole Porter, to tally the references to queer people and 

 Clum shares how lesbian spectators flocked to Victor/Victoria (1995) to see Julie Andrews and Rachel York tango 47

together (45-46).
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events to glimpse an entire “subcultural” world. These queer interpretations are also engendered 

by the theatrical form, in which an audience can look wherever it wants (Wolf Changed 96). 

Unlike the controlled frame of film, the entirety of the performance is open to all spectators. This 

allows spectators to see through a queer perspective and make connections between characters in 

the production’s staging as well. Furthermore, disidentification can be considered under this 

umbrella, as Muñoz contends it is “about cultural, material, and psychic survival” as a “response 

to state and global power apparatuses that employ systems of racial, sexual, and national 

subjugation” (161). Viewing queerly enables those outside of the “mythical norm” to mediate the 

harmful effects of (white-centred) heteronormativity in popular media. Spectators can see 

themselves in the stories and understand their own unique situations through these texts, but also 

envision a world in which the “hetero” is just a little less “normative.”  

 Queer readings have the potential to bring tremendous pleasure for spectators. Clum, for 

one, claims to have found more “gay joy” in these readings than in seeing actual queer 

representation in post-Stonewall musicals (47). Several scholars agree musicals were “more gay” 

before there was explicitly stated representation in their storytelling (Clum 7; Halperin 108; 

Miller 132-133). This relies on a certain notion of gay: a kind of camp performance, a notion of 

glitz and glamour, as well as an urbanity and wit attributed to many “Golden Age” musicals. For 

these scholars, that makes a musical more gay than any representation of queerness could. James 

Lovelock resists these scholars, stating that they: 

  [seem] to underestimate the political power of LGBTQ+ representation on stage,    
 particularly in terms of encouraging younger LGBTQ+ audiences to connect with the   
 form. It is possible that, through denying the importance of LGBTQ+ characters in the   
 musical, Clum and Halperin are unwittingly buying into the heterosexist standpoint of   
 critics such as Mark Steyn…. (191) 
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There is still joy to be found in these interpretations, but representations themselves have taken 

on more importance. It will be seen that some of the joy to be found in Fun Home and The Color 

Purple is in these queer readings made legible as representation.  

 It’s telling that, in 2002, Stacy Wolf’s focus was largely on reading lesbian as there were 

so few representations to see. She noted that seeing characters as lesbian via stereotype will 

eventually not be as useful because “lesbian representations will proliferate” (Problem 40). 

While there have been a few more notable representations since, they are still much smaller in 

number than gay men and drag queen representations. If, as Wolf wrote then, her task lay in 

talking about lesbians where “none officially exist,” there is research to be done now in talking 

about them where they do exist (Problem 4). As Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick reminds us: “as women 

of every kind are tangential to the dominant canons of the culture, a fortiori gay women are, and 

at a terrible price to the culture’s vibrance and wealth” (58). It is my hope that looking at Fun 

Home and The Color Purple as centrepieces within a small survey of lesbian on stage 

representations will demonstrate their “vibrance and wealth” and encourage further study.  

 In widening the lens to include women spectators and their own practices, Wolf creates a 

fuller perspective on spectatorship and the possibility of a lesbian musical fan base. The creatives 

examined in Chapters Two and Three express fears regarding their lesbian content, but Wolf’s 

research highlights there is an audience desiring such representation. This research also 

demonstrates how queer spectators have historically viewed musicals and what they may be 

looking for in seeing themselves on stage today, in terms of text and semiotics. Fun Home and 
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The Color Purple utilize these viewing practices and make legible previous codes as lesbian 

representation.  
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2. “Listen To Me”: A Case Study of Fun Home 

  I am a gay woman. I’m at the centre of this incredible piece. Did I ever think that   
  was possible? Of course not. So it’s meeting me professionally, politically,   
  personally at a time that […] blows my mind.  

    — Laura Condlln, “The musical Fun Home…” 

Laura Condlln, my dear friend and colleague, spoke these words about playing the role of Alison 

in Musical Stage Company’s 2018 production of Fun Home in Toronto. Her disbelief indicates 

the dearth of lesbian representation in musical theatre, as well as the power this representation 

can hold. Condlln recounts how she attended every audience talkback, as she wanted to be 

“present and available” for any young person who had an awakening watching the show (“Laura 

Condlln: Indecent!” 43:47-45:10). Beth Malone, who originated Alison on Broadway, had a 

similar experience. She refers to Fun Home as both a “musical and a social outreach program,” 

because of the stage door interactions she had where audience members felt compelled to “spill 

their guts with [her]” (Arnold). These actors’ experiences highlight how revolutionary Fun Home 

is in terms of lesbian representation and the effect of its messaging on spectators. 

 Adapted from the autobiographical graphic novel of the same name, Fun Home tells the 

story of lesbian cartoonist Alison Bechdel as she reflects on her relationship with her father, 

Bruce, and their shared, yet unspoken, queerness. The musical uniquely portrays Alison at three 

different ages with three different actors: Alison (in the musical’s present, forty-three); Medium 

Alison (in college, nineteen); and Small Alison (at home, around nine years old). Alison draws 

cartoons of her memories in order to piece together her past and, as she sketches, scenes play out 

before her. These scenes include the other members of her white, cisgender, middle-class family, 

as well as her college girlfriend, Joan, and a series of men in their town, played by the same 
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actor.  Through these memories, Alison investigates Bruce’s closeted sexuality, his death by 48

(presumed) suicide, and their similarities and differences in order to set herself free from the 

past. Bechdel’s novel provides an engaging story and characters, but its short vignettes over 

different decades pose interesting challenges for musical adaptation. Librettist Lisa Kron 

identifies a lack of an inciting incident in the novel as structurally different from theatre and 

creates one out of Alison’s realization she is the same age her father was when he died (“Behind 

the Music” 6:10-6:20). Kron and composer Jeanine Tesori create events for Alison’s examination 

in part through their use of lyric time, which highlights key points along her evolution. Through 

their lyric time exploration and the reconfiguration of musical theatre conventions, the writers of 

Fun Home disidentify with Broadway musical ideology and claim the genre for lesbian women.  

 Fun Home’s libretto and lyrics were written by Lisa Kron with music by Jeanine Tesori. 

Sam Gold directed the original Broadway production at the Circle in the Square Theatre, in 

collaboration with musical director Chris Fenwick and choreographer Danny Mefford. The 

project includes artists whose positionalities are reflected in the piece: Lisa Kron and Alison 

Bechdel are out lesbians — as are original cast members Beth Malone (Alison) and Roberta 

Calindrez (Joan) — and their experience of coming of age as lesbian women in the 1970s and 

1980s undoubtedly informs their writing. Kron also brings to the project her experiences working 

with the lesbian theatre company she helped found, Five Lesbian Brothers, as well as at the 

WOW Café, a lesbian-centred performance space in New York (Purcell 172). The musical 

received twelve Tony nominations, including nominations for Beth Malone (Best Actress in a 

Leading Role) and Michael Cerveris (Best Actor in a Leading Role), as well as Judy Kuhn, 

 In the original production, the roles outside the Bechdel family were played by Latinx actors.48
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Sydney Lucas, and Emily Skeggs (all nominated for Best Featured Actress).  The show won 49

Best Musical, Best Direction, Best Actor in a Leading Role, Best Book, and Best Score — a 

history-making win, as an all-women team had never won Best Score. These wins brought 

significant attention to the musical, and the Best Musical award likely helped secure the show’s 

national tour.  50

 Scott McMillin’s concept of lyric time will be used as an examination tool in each of my 

case studies. A popular musical adage details that when words alone won’t do, characters sing; 

when singing isn’t enough, they dance. McMillin’s division of book and lyric time pushes back 

on this integrationist bent by seeing musical numbers as “another order of time” outside of the 

“cause-and-effect sequencing of plot” (9). While some musical numbers forward the plot, 

McMillin argues numbers more importantly shift time to emphasize an element of the story, 

whether that be a feeling, a relationship, or even an aspect of character. As McMillin states, lyric 

time’s “interruptions to book time deepen and complicate the musical, and they are the events 

that need to be understood in the aesthetics of the form” (53). Looking at Fun Home and The 

Color Purple’s numbers will reveal what is emphasized and made important, especially in 

relation to their literary source material. The disidentificatory projects of these musicals reveal 

themselves through the structural elements of their music  and lyrics, as well as what moments 51

 While I don’t wish to perpetuate the legitimizing power of the Tony Awards, they do provide a metric for how the 49

musical was received within the artistic community. 

 However, the jury’s decision to award the show’s only acting prize to Michael Cerveris could be seen as their 50

failure to recognize the importance and excellence of the women in the production. It may also send a message to 
writers that tortured gay characters are still more “interesting” performances to watch than happily out lesbians. That 
said, there are myriad political factors involved in award shows, so any conclusions to be drawn from their decisions 
should be taken with a grain of salt. Interestingly, the same thing happened with Musical Stage Company’s 
production at the Dora Mavor Moore awards, with only Evan Buliung winning an acting prize (Cristi). Rightfully, 
Laura Condlln, Sara Farb, and Hannah Levinson received a shared Toronto Theatre Critics Award for their 
performances as Alison (Fricker and Maga). 

 A glossary of musical terms can be found in Appendix A.51
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and ideas are musicalized. My analytical approach identifies major structural elements of a piece 

(including form, metre, key, texture, melody, and dynamics), then highlights the most salient 

elements and their potential meanings to illustrate the writers’ project. Songs were chosen for 

analysis based on the importance of the characters who sing them, as well as their relevance to 

the disidentificatory project as a whole. 

 Jill Dolan’s lesbian-feminist approach will be used to understand Fun Home. First, Dolan 

discusses the concept of the male gaze from feminist film and performance theory. Famously, 

Laura Mulvey posits, “In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split 

between active/male and passive/female,” and, therefore, the “determining male gaze projects its 

phantasy on to the female figure,” who becomes objectified (236). Since women are objectified 

by this male desire, E. Ann Kaplan proposes that, in a woman’s erotic fantasy, “the woman 

places herself as either passive recipient of male desire or, at one remove, as watching a woman 

who is passive recipient of male desires and sexual actions” — and the same could then be said 

of female spectators watching film (21, original emphasis). Neither option appears particularly 

satisfying from a feminist viewpoint, as being objectified or doing the objectifying one’s self 

hardly seems in line with the goal of gender equity. Dolan argues lesbian-created representations 

displace male desire and “[a]s a result, the area of lesbian subjectivity seems a place to begin to 

envision new possibilities for representation” (Presence 129). Both Dolan and Muñoz question 

film theory’s universalizing of “male” and “female” spectators, as well as constructions of 

gender inherent in the idea of the male gaze. Additionally, Muñoz’s disidentification resists the 

fixed nature of the male gaze theory and creates a more flexible mode of identification for all 

spectators, inclusive of their positionality (28). However, Dolan’s theorizing of lesbian 
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subjectivity as disruptive to the male gaze proves useful for considering how Fun Home’s novel 

storytelling device refuses objectification of women in musicals, initiated as it is by Alison’s 

desire. Disidentification provides a framework for recognizing how any positionality dis/

identifies within that shifted lesbian gaze.   

 Next, Dolan highlights the limitations of theatrical conventions felt by many lesbian 

theatre practitioners. She outlines how realism in particular was critiqued as a viable mode for 

queer performance: 

 because of its tendency to represent a hermetic world, closed off by the ‘fourth wall’ that   
 imaginatively separates actors/characters from spectators, who are encouraged to identify 
 and support worlds framed by conservative ideology that tends to marginalize, demean,   
 or, worse still, exile or murder gay and lesbian characters. These theorists [Dolan, Sue-  
 Ellen Case, Lynda Hart, Peggy Phelan, David Román, and David Savran] proposed that   
 even in plays written by gay men or lesbians, realism constrains the power and self-  
 determination of LGBTQ people. (Sexuality 15) 

As a response, lesbian companies like The Split Britches Company and The Five Lesbian 

Brothers worked in “subcultural venues” like the WOW Café to devise pieces that blended styles 

and incorporated a variety of references, eschewing and even parodying conventional methods of 

theatre-making (Dolan Sexuality 25-36). This history illuminates how Fun Home uses elements 

gleaned from Lisa Kron’s early career in the “alternative” spaces of lesbian and Off-Broadway 

theatre to disrupt conventional theatre’s realism and ground the piece in lesbian theatrical 

practices. 

 Finally, in Utopia in Performance: Finding Hope at the Theater, Dolan describes her 

term “utopian performatives,” which are: 

 small but profound moments in which performance calls the attention of the audience in   
 a way that lifts everyone slightly above the present, into a hopeful feeling of what the   
 world might be like if every moment of our lives were as emotionally voluminous,   
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 generous, aesthetically striking, and intersubjectively intense. (5)  

Dolan offers no strict parameters for what these utopian performatives look like, but instead 

invites spectators to consider the affective power of performance and how they experience it in 

their own lives. One possible way is in what Ernst Bloch calls the “rehearsal for the example” 

(227). Dolan references Bloch to demonstrate how a performance offers a test run for life’s 

events somewhat akin to a role play exercise with a therapist. Spectators evaluate and learn from 

the performance, potentially affecting their real world negotiation of similar events. While Dolan 

isn’t so idealistic as to think utopian performatives instantly change spectators, she nevertheless 

proposes they offer the conditions for such change (Utopia 170). Fun Home possesses a number 

of utopian performatives which provide hope, inspiration, and the potential for new ways of 

living. In Dolan’s review of Fun Home, she recounts her experience of such feelings and remarks 

she knew she wasn’t the only one in the audience moved in this way, which suggests the musical 

struck a chord with its lesbian audience (“Fun Home”). However, theorists like Valerie Traub, 

Danae Clark, and Dolan herself remind us there is no homogenous lesbian spectator, and any 

subjectivity will be affected by race and class, not to mention “gender identification and erotic 

practice” (Traub 130). Therefore, I proceed mindfully, not to provide a comprehensive look at 

what all lesbians may see in Fun Home, but to take up Stacy Wolf’s invitation to participate in a 

lesbian-feminist spectatorial practice in order to highlight some of the meaningful ways Kron 

and Tesori disidentify with Broadway musicals to better represent lesbian women in the genre. 

My analysis will be based on the libretto and score, the Broadway cast recording, and a video 

bootleg of the original production. 

 The writers’ first disidentification with the Broadway musical occurs by shifting the 
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historically dominant patriarchal viewpoint. Here, we are invited to see “lesbianly” (a là Stacy 

Wolf): to look at patriarchy with a critical eye; to scrutinize the family unit; and to look deeply at 

one’s self, in order to be liberated. Fun Home establishes this lesbian way of seeing by allowing 

Alison to manoeuvre the spectatorial gaze. She appears first, and, as she begins to draw at her 

table, the opening music begins with a leitmotif on English horn.  This leitmotif represents the 52

fragments of memory tugging at Alison’s brain and reoccurs throughout the show. The timing 

suggests it is her drawing that instigates this unfolding of memory, as well as the accompanying 

score. Therefore, Alison captures the audience’s gaze by taking up the subject position, which 

shifts the “lens” from its historically male positioning. She conjures her memories, and it is 

through her eyes we see the scenes unfold. A lesbian guiding spectators through the story 

displaces male desire as the driving force of the musical, as does Alison’s sexual awakening at 

the centre of the story, as will be seen. Even as Alison negotiates — and sometimes capitulates to 

— Bruce’s (emotional) desires, Alison’s examination of those moments and her feelings about 

them motivate the unfolding of memory. 

 Composer Jeanine Tesori also provides the Alisons the opportunity to take control 

musically. McMillin states a musical’s overture is the “orchestra’s announcement of its 

authority,” but Fun Home has no overture (128). Instead, Small Alison’s first solo lines begin 

after four bars of the memory leitmotif. The orchestra follows the actor’s lead, as the score is 

marked colla voce. McMillin theorizes the orchestra retains its “omniscience” in its ability to 

 Interestingly, Karola Obermüller describes the English horn as having a “‘mysterious sound,’” while Lisa Bielawa 52

thinks of the gender of the instrument as “‘androgynous because it’s in the middle…of registers’” and the equivalent 
of a “‘pants-role alto or low countertenor’” (qtd. in Leclair). Whether or not John Clancy’s choice of the English 
horn was conscious of these readings, they certainly offer an intriguing look at what the instrument may connote in 
terms of Alison and her journey. 
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know where the score will travel; however, its requirement to follow the lead of the actor 

indicates Small Alison wrests away its authority (127). Each Alison is subsequently given a colla 

voce section, in “Changing My Major,” “Maps,” and “Ring of Keys,” which gives her the 

opportunity to take charge of the score. While Roy also has an eight-bar colla voce section, it has 

less emphasis positioned within the context of the fugue-like “Roy, Bruce, and Helen.” 

Additionally, Roy sings alone for only eight bars, whereas the Alisons tackle (in part or on their 

own) ten of the musical’s fourteen songs. Tesori centres women’s voices through this musical 

emphasis, in both the amount of material and the Alisons’ ability to lead the orchestra.  

 Kron and Tesori emphasize both women and queerness in the musical’s structure. Of the 

nine actors, five play women and four play men. While this is a fairly even split, the way the 

actors are utilized greatly emphasizes the women. For example, Alison’s role takes shape in three 

different actors, whereas the parts of Roy, Mark, Pete, and Bobby Jeremy are all played by the 

same actor. A few factors separate this emphasis on women from D. A. Miller’s assertion of 

female preeminence on the stage. First, women wrote the libretto, lyrics, and music that 

emphasize these women’s roles, which disrupts the musical form’s previously patriarchal 

underpinnings. Second, the Alisons do not perform an exaggerated idea of femininity, as did 

previous leading women. Their representation of what Jack Halberstam calls “female 

masculinity” certainly shifts the idea of women centred by this musical (Female 1). Even 

Alison’s mother, Helen, demonstrates the cracks in the foundation of the idealized mother, rather 

than continuing the stereotype of the doting housewife.  Finally, the division of songs privileges 53

women’s voices in a manner emphasizing queerness and de-emphasizing the straight man’s voice 

 For a terrific look at Helen’s journey, see Purcell 185-186.53
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altogether. The only characters with solo numbers are the Alisons, Helen, and Bruce. Bruce 

taking the only men’s solo numbers means the straight man’s voice  is de-emphasized by only 54

appearing in the context of ensemble music. With the Alisons and Bruce singing six out of seven 

solos, the queer voice is emphasized, with the lesbian voice most prominent. Fun Home uses its 

structure to establish the power of the queer woman’s voice and shift the kinds of on stage 

representations of women centred in musicals. 

 In this way, Fun Home performs its second disidentification: it claims the Broadway 

musical for lesbian women and opens up space for other queer women and positionalities to 

stage their own expressions. Moments of lyric time further efforts to claim space in the name of 

queer women throughout the musical’s structure. For example, Fun Home’s structure centres sex 

as part of this shifted representation on stage. Tesori and Kron use Medium Alison’s post-coital 

celebration, “Changing My Major,” to situate sex at the core of Alison’s journey.  Although 55

Medium Alison tells Joan she’s not sure if she’s attracted to women, the two end up in bed 

together. The song that follows celebrates the confirmation she is — in Joan’s words — a “dyke” 

(Kron 35). The song appears at roughly the halfway point, where a conventionally structured 

musical might take its intermission. What is central within the structure does not necessarily 

become central to the story; nonetheless, thinking of the centre point of the show in this way is 

useful to examine what meaning may be offered spectators. In this case, “Changing My Major” 

emphasizes lesbian sex as central to the narrative, which displaces the male desire historically 

 While I don’t wish to further entrench the idea of compulsory heterosexuality, it is safe to assume that John and/or 54

Christian being gay would have been included in the story. 

 Situating sex in this way was important for Kron, who wanted to fight against the invisibility of lesbian sexuality 55

in media (“Behind the Music…” 17:00-17:50). 
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centred by musicals. Alexander Doty asserts, “Considering the interests of patriarchal 

heterosexual culture, it is not surprising most of its media should want to devalue any potential 

site of woman-centered pleasures in mass culture” (41). Therefore, emphasizing the importance 

of lesbian desire in this way refuses those interests. Sex functions not only as a life-changing 

experience, but as central to the existence of queer people, if not in practice, at least in identity. 

As well, the song’s solo nature focuses the attention on Medium Alison and her awakening, 

whereas a duet between her and Joan would necessarily highlight their relationship and its 

potential. Choosing to place this revelation in lyric time signals and intensifies its meaning as 

compared to their tumble into bed, which occurs in book time. 

 Tesori employs a number of musical techniques to emphasize the significance of this 

moment. Frequent changes in rhythm and metre illustrate the mix of feelings Alison experiences. 

The A sections are in common time, utilizing rapid-fire eighth-notes conducted “in 2.” Paired 

with Kron’s lyrics of obsessive detail, these sections demonstrate how Alison’s nerves are 

causing her thoughts to tumble out. Tesori contrasts these with the B sections, in which Alison 

asserts she’s “changing [her] major to Joan” (Kron 40-41). These sections not only modulate up a 

half-step, indicating a lift or heightening of experience, but also live in 3/4, with a melody of 

quarter- and half-notes that allows her words to expand. In these shifts from speech-like delivery 

to legato singing, Tesori draws on operatic modes of recitative and aria, with the latter used for 

the expression of extreme emotion. Audiences love to hear the release into longer melodic lines 

after the more limited style of recitative, which only supports the emotional journey of those 

releases. Moreover, 3/4 — colloquially known as “waltz time” — connotes romance, an effect 

further strengthened in John Clancy’s orchestrations by the use of strings and woodwinds that 
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swell and flourish around mentions of Joan’s name. These shifts in key, rhythm, metre, and mode 

subtly work on the audience to experience the shifting emotions along with Alison.  

 While the song is set in a romantic metre, there is no mention of love, only of kissing and 

of “Joan’s inner thighs” and “ass” (Kron 40). Tesori melodically underlines the word “sex” by 

setting it apart from the relatively conversational melody with interval leaps of a third, a fifth, 

and later a sixth. This serves to elevate the word higher and higher, further emphasizing it, but 

also emulating sex itself in rising and falling patterns. The transformative nature of Alison’s 

experience manifests itself throughout the C section in rapidly successive changes of time 

signature, tempo, aural quality (the string section’s use of tremolo, for example), metre, and key. 

Importantly, this investigation of self (“I don’t know who I am / I’ve become someone new”) is 

one of the colla voce sections in which Medium Alison takes control of the score, as well as her 

journey (Kron 40). The first phrase of the final B section then elongates the words “Changing my 

major to Joan” over two 4/4 bars marked fortissimo in the score, the musical equivalent of 

flashing neon signs (Kron 41). As the phrase resolves on Joan’s name, Alison finds herself in the 

key of Bb, modulated up a half-step from the previous B sections, indicating her emotions are 

further heightened. The coda’s final melody — “‘Cause I’m changing my major to Joan” — 

centres on an F, the dominant, and ends on a Bb, the tonic, on Joan’s name (Kron 41). This 

“perfect cadence” resolves the music with a “feeling of completion” (Taylor and Symonds 31). 

By marrying (so to speak) the tonic note and chord with Joan’s name, Tesori musically ties 

Alison’s feelings for — and with — Joan to a sense of coming home. Tesori and Kron, supported 

by Clancy, take musical conventions typically coded to indicate falling in romantic love and 

instead use them to celebrate the transformative and affirming power of sex. 
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 Importantly, Medium Alison and Joan’s coupling in Fun Home works in service of 

Alison’s narrative of personal awakening and is the musical’s only example of a mutually-

supportive, caring romantic relationship. This is in stark contrast to previous lesbian couples in 

Broadway musicals. For example, the relationship of Rent’s secondary characters Joanne and 

Maureen fluctuates, but remains textually unresolved, whereas the heterosexual leads, Roger and 

Mimi, receive a grand reunion. This contrast serves to strengthen Roger and Mimi’s bond for 

spectators, as well as delegitimize lesbian relationships. As well, Maureen perpetuates negative 

bisexual stereotypes regarding “overt sexuality, trouble with monogamy and emotional 

manipulation” not countered by her relationship with Joanne (Holtz). Interestingly, writer Sarah 

Schulman claims Rent creator Jonathan Larson stole ideas from her book, People in Trouble, and 

made her lesbian central couple into secondary characters  in the musical (Bendix). This alleged 56

plagiarism illustrates the ways queer women characters are disempowered within musicals and 

also how men take up space in a way that blocks access for women creatives. This example also 

demonstrates what Kron and Tesori work against in adapting this story for the stage and how 

they mobilize lyric time and its conventions to focus in on meaningful on stage lesbian 

representations within which spectators can recognize themselves.  

 The writers feature one such moment of recognition later in the musical, but earlier in 

Alison’s life: “Ring of Keys.” Small Alison spots a delivery woman while out with Bruce at a 

diner and sings her experience of witnessing this “old-school butch” (Kron 56). Structurally, this 

placement allows the spectator to understand Alison’s recognition in lesbian terms, having 

 The Wild Party (2000), If/Then (2014), and Jagged Little Pill (2019) all feature lesbian relationships that are 56

secondary to the plot. In Jagged Little Pill, Frankie’s indecision between Jo and Phoenix continues the same 
bisexual stereotypes as Rent’s Maureen.
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witnessed her coming out, but it also clearly positions her sexuality as something inherent,  57

occurring at the age of nine. The song’s structure and guitar-forward instrumentation resemble a 

singer-songwriter style, while its 6/8 meter evokes a folk musicality.  This use of a simpler, pop 58

style could indicate Small Alison expresses herself through an an already established cultural 

form, because she has not yet matured enough to have her own musical language.  Kron’s lyrics 59

cleverly illustrate what Alison identifies with: her reading of the woman’s “swagger,” “short 

hair,” “dungarees,” and “lace up boots,” as well as the all-important “ring of keys,” identifies 

what Alison suddenly envisions as possible for herself in terms of gender expression and, 

possibly, sexuality (56). Lest it seem I am conflating the two, it must be noted Bechdel herself 

speaks of initially understanding her lesbianism through a notion she was “‘a man trapped in a 

female body,’” and, therefore, this moment of recognition could be evoking similarly complex 

notions for Small Alison (qtd. in Polgreen). Notably, Kron felt she must choose words that 

evoked this particular image of an “old-school butch” without making the audience laugh, 

demonstrating the fine line between culturally meaningful signifiers and broad stereotype 

(Thomas). The manner in which Alison’s reaction gives way to song exemplifies the power of 

recognition. The eighth-rests preceding almost every phrase substantiate this, as they lend a 

breathless quality to the ideas bubbling out of her. Additionally, her inability to articulate what it 

 The essentialist versus constructionist argument may be as old as the movement itself (Jagose 8-10), but certainly 57

seeing Alison’s queerness expressed at such a young age counters Bruce and Helen’s opinion that she was 
experimenting and/or making a mistake. This song’s setting in the same year as the Stonewall Rebellion only adds to 
its queerness.

 Many traditional folk songs are in 6/8, but also popular folk music of the 1960s employed the meter, such as The 58

Beatles’ “Norwegian Wood” (1965). 

 Two other songs she initiates reinforce this notion: “Come to the Fun Home” and “Raincoat of Love.” The former 59

appropriates the Black pop-soul vernacular of the era vis-à-vis an imitation of The Jackson 5, while the latter uses a 
Partridge Family-style groove. Her musical expressions in introspection, play, and fantasy all root themselves in 
popular music. 
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is this recognition makes her feel expresses itself through silence after phrases like “I want—” 

and “I feel—” (Kron 56). Beautifully, Clancy’s orchestration articulates her feeling through 

musical gestures within those silences: the clarinet line bubbles and fades, evoking a melancholy 

longing. Clancy’s choice of instrument offers another layer of meaning, as Lucy Rainey 

describes the clarinet as having a “deeply vocal quality,” which could then give the effect of the 

voice trying to express something without having the right words (118). An added layer to this 

vocal quality comes from Rainey’s assertion the clarinet “embodies both a ‘male’ voice and a 

‘female’ voice,” because of the “wide range and the heterogenous tonal quality in its three 

registers” (119). The ability of the clarinet to move through gendered ideas of voice seems a 

particularly poignant choice for this moment. Altogether, the lyrics and orchestration work 

together in varying ways to convey her emotional navigation. 

 Tesori also uses melody to chart Small Alison’s journey throughout “Ring of Keys.” In 

the bridge, Tesori applies a shift in range and timbre to illustrate Alison’s negotiation of identity 

as she processes her recognition. She tentatively questions, “In this whole luncheonette why am I 

the only one who sees you’re beautiful—” and, in so doing, transitions toward the tonic at the top 

of the octave (Kron 57). This marks the first time in the song she ventures beyond the dominant, 

which forces her into a light, sweet soprano. This sound places Alison in classic (heterosexual) 

ingénue territory, but she pauses, refuses the role (“No, I mean…”), then sings “handsome” in 

her lower, chest-dominant register (Kron 57). The combination of alto quality and the tension 

created by the non-chord tone of the final syllable queers this moment musically, especially 

when paired with the use of the adjective “handsome.” Her once-more confident belting connotes 

assuredness, while the underlying tension in the chord suggests she is going against the grain. 
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Once again, Tesori subverts musical expectations and uses conventions to explicitly represent a 

lesbian character. Finally, Tesori scores the final note of every chorus (“ring of keys”) with the 

subdominant A, which registers as a suspended tension that resolves in the subsequent bar. 

However, the small coda at the end of the song completes her recognition with a repeated refrain 

— “I know you” — that finishes on the tonic, once again giving a sense of completion (Kron 

57). Through the journey of the song, Small Alison has processed what she saw in the woman 

and come to the conclusion she knows her, which gives her a feeling of being at home in herself. 

Kron and Tesori’s use of lyric time makes this journey compact, but also stresses the importance 

of such moments of recognition.   

 Earlier on, Alison poses one of the show’s central questions, “Am I just like you?” (Kron 

11) She later posits an answer in her first set of captions, stating “My dad and I were exactly 

alike,” but also, “My dad and I were nothing alike” (Kron 12). This paradox sits at the heart of 

the show’s exploration of their relationship, which serves as a metaphor for the relationship 

between gay men and lesbian women.  “Telephone Wire” furthers this metaphor as it explores 60

one of Alison and Bruce’s final moments. During Medium Alison and Joan’s visit home, Bruce 

asks if Alison is ready to go for a drive. He redirects his attention from Medium Alison to Alison, 

who begins to re-live their last night together. As guitar strings  ring out, Alison describes her 61

surroundings, starting with the telephone wire. This symbol of connection establishes Alison’s 

feeling of distance from Bruce, but also her desire to relate her experience to her father, which 

 While most explicitly legible as a gay-lesbian relationship, certainly the metaphor can extend to other queer 60

positionalities in relationship to gay men. 

 Though guitar is used in various moments throughout, it is possible Clancy uses guitar for Alison’s sections of 61

“Telephone Wire” to make an aural connection with her initial moment of recognition in “Ring of Keys.”
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she wills herself to do by singing the refrain, “Say something” (Kron 67). Tesori indicates they 

are in two different worlds using almost separate songs for each character: Alison sings in the 

key of A, primarily in 4/4 time, with a busy orchestral texture grounded in guitar and percussion; 

Bruce sings in the key of G in 3/4 time, with a simpler pallet of piano, violin, and cello. They 

each make a brief foray into each other’s metre, but switch back to their own, suggesting their 

inability to find common ground. The exception to this comes when Bruce openly admits other 

boys “outgrew” their homosexual behaviour, whereas he “always knew” (Kron 68). Alison seizes 

the opportunity and stays in his key to sing of her own childhood realizations. To further their 

connection, she switches into his metre to sing, “I was like you / Dad, me too” (Kron 69). 

Unfortunately, he remains in his reverie, and Alison finishes the song on her own, returning to 

her own key and time signatures as she presses the car ride to end differently than she 

remembers. Her urgency modulates the key up a half-step as she wills him to see her. The song 

morphs into underscoring as Alison returns to the present; the lack of musical resolution 

illustrates the unfinished business left between the two. Lyric time heightens the sense of missed 

opportunity in the conversation, as well as each character’s state of being.   

 Bruce and Alison share so many similarities, but it proves too difficult to bridge the 

existing gaps. Bruce’s inability to “see” Alison again reflects the ways gay, white men 

historically have not recognized the differing levels of oppression faced by other queer 

positionalities. Bruce remains mired in his own issues and cannot accept Alison’s bids for 

connection, in much the same way the Mattachine men and other gay-led organizations could or 

did not always respond to the needs of the greater communities of which they were a part. 

Alison’s later fulfilment on her own terms illuminates the ways lesbian women and other queer 
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positionalities have had to carve out their own spaces in order to have freedom of expression. 

 Alison’s musical journey reaches fulfillment in the finale, “Flying Away.” As Alison takes 

stock of the cartoons she’s drawn over the course of the performance, she lands on the opening 

image: Small Alison asking to play airplane. Alison scribbles dialogue onto the image, and Small 

Alison appears, singing Alison’s words. Medium Alison appears too, singing segments of 

“Telephone Wire.” Here are three pivotal moments in Alison’s life coming together at once.  62

The song is through-composed, which gives the feeling of forward momentum, as the song 

continues in new directions until its conclusion. This mirrors the final leg of Alison’s journey, as 

she pulls these disparate memories together in order to fulfil her initial objective: “find [her] way 

through” (Kron 11). In the second section of the song, as Small Alison makes contact with Bruce 

in the past (“Put your feet here like this, Daddy”), Alison sees her father come together in her 

images in the present, singing, “There you are, Dad. There you are” (Kron 75-76). Along with 

her later phrase, “A picture of my father made in little marks,” these moments of recognition 

dramatize the feeling of having found her father by taking this journey (Kron 77).  

 The music, however, illustrates the ways Alison pieces herself together. Early in the song, 

Small and Medium Alison pick up musical phrases using the note the previous Alison finished 

on, creating a “pass the baton” effect in their melodies. Alison, however, sings in harmony with 

Medium Alison: they’re not singing the same note, but thirds, which suggests they’re working 

together, each in their own time. After the images of Bruce begin to coalesce for Alison, the three 

Alisons begin a similar baton-passing pattern, and the music builds until the three of them sing in 

three-part harmony: “fly” (Kron 77). In singing together, two things happen: first, Tesori 

 Seeing all three Alisons come together is made all the more poignant by Alison’s line preceding the song, “I’m the 62

only one here” (Kron 73). 
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leverages the power of their combined vocals to assert the primacy of the lesbian voice in the 

musical; and second, our vision of Alison coalesces along with her vision of Bruce. In flying 

away, she releases her father, but she herself is released from her “stuck” place, finding a 

buoyancy reflected in the tempo, harmony, and key changes. In the end, “now gives way to then” 

(as she sang in the opening), with Small Alison returning to the refrain “I can see all of 

Pennsylvania” (Kron 77). The musical fabric intricately woven by the three Alisons demonstrates 

she has found herself in finding Bruce. Staging this scene with the three Alisons alone makes 

clear that, while Bruce may have been the focal point, the journey is Alison’s.  

 Desire furthers this understanding of Fun Home as Alison’s journey, and bridges the first 

two disidentifications of shifting the patriarchal viewpoint and claiming the musical for lesbians. 

Desire appears in both the sexual sense — Bruce and Alison display queer desire — and as a 

strong feeling of wanting. The “I want” song functions as a convention in many musicals and 

traditionally occurs near the beginning of the musical. Carey Purcell rightly notes that Tesori and 

Kron neatly subvert this with the second song of the show, “Welcome to Our House on Maple 

Avenue,” which reconfigures the “I want” song into a refrain of “He wants” (180). As much as I 

agree there is not a traditional “I want” song, Purcell’s assertion of the “He wants” song suggests 

the musical is about fulfilling Bruce’s desire. I disagree, in part because Alison’s want is actually 

established in the opening. Alison sings, “I want to know what’s true, dig deep into who / And 

what and why and when, / Until now gives way to then”  (Kron 12). This musical is about 63

Alison exploring her memories as a way to move forward. These lyrics reoccur a few scenes 

 Bruce first sings these words, but Alison’s singing of them in the musical’s present catalyses her journey through 63

her memories. Her borrowing this theme from him establishes the first of many instances of shared language (textual 
and musical) that reinforce their bond. 
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later, as Alison encourages herself to keep digging into her family secrets, further entrenching the 

musical’s journey as hers.  

 An additional theme of “I want, I want, I want, I—” weaves its way through several 

characters, including Helen, Bruce, and Medium Alison. Helen does not complete the sentence, 

suggesting her desires are stunted. Bruce finishes the theme with “I want just me and him,” 

which demonstrates he knows what he wants, but he can only express it in the expansive nature 

of lyric time (Kron 32). In book time, he is unable to come to terms with his sexuality. 

Alternatively, Medium Alison loudly proclaims her desire at the end of her theme: “I am a 

lesbian” (Kron 37). She articulates her desire and is able to live her life truthfully as a result. 

Desire suffuses the bones of the musical, serving as an emotional undercurrent that propels 

forward both the character’s lives and Alison’s present-day search for truth. Her desire then helps 

to explore the fractured family unit and the strain enforced gender roles caused in their lives, 

which powerfully unsettles dominant ideology. Therefore, in Fun Home, the organizing power of 

patriarchy is not only disrupted by the absence of men within lesbian sexual desire, as theorized 

by Dolan, but by lesbian emotional desire as well. That said, Dolan adds to her argument about 

desire, stating “changing the shape of desire from heterosexual to lesbian won’t get the entire 

crisis of representation of our backs” and reminds readers not all lesbians will view 

representations in the same way (Presence 129). Certainly Alison’s story is situated in a white, 

middle-class environment that will not speak in the same way to all spectators; nonetheless, the 

centring of lesbian desire disrupts commonly-held beliefs usually espoused in Broadway 

musicals. 

 A third mode of disidentification comes through the musical’s circumvention of the 
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constraints of realism felt by many lesbian theatre practitioners. While the convention of 

characters singing somewhat separates musical theatre from realism, Broadway musicals do 

historically reinforce a similar conservative ideology and observe some of the elements of 

realism Dolan discusses (the separation of actor and spectator via the “fourth wall,” for 

example). Fun Home deviates from realism through its stage configuration, framework, and use 

of monologue. The Broadway production was staged in the round, which opens up the story to 

multiple viewpoints and invites spectators to commune with one another in their experience of 

the proceedings. Constantly seeing other audience members as part of the “frame” of the 

performance diminishes the effects of realism, as the spectator is never allowed to forget they are 

at a performance. As well, Kron and Tesori use hyper-theatricality to diminish a sense of realism, 

including the three Alisons co-existing in space, Alison replacing her former self in “Telephone 

Wire,” and employing what Sarah Taylor Ellis describes as “queer temporality”  in jumping 64

across time and space. This deviance from the conventional linear and literal nature of realism 

suggests a connection to the more playful mode of storytelling found in “alternative” lesbian 

theatres. Kron draws on her solo work within these “alternative spaces” through her use of 

monologue. While Kron’s script notes make clear Alison never talks to the audience, her 

monologues still invite the spectators to join in on her journey in the manner of direct address. 

This works against realism’s separation of actor and spectator. By rooting their work in 

transformative lesbian theatrical traditions, Kron and Tesori break from the constraining effects 

of realism and offer new ways of seeing. To do this on commercial Broadway exemplifies how 

the musical genre can be reconfigured to successfully represent lesbian women and other queer 

 For more on the use of queer temporality in Fun Home, see “Disrupting Heteronormative Temporality through 64

Queer Dramaturgies: Fun Home, Hadestown and A Strange Loop” by Sarah K. Whitfield.
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positionalities.  

 Reconfiguring tropes and stereotypes also shifts the on stage representations the musical 

has the capacity to include and is a fourth instance of disidentification Fun Home performs. As 

Medium Alison writes her parents a letter, Joan enters her dorm and gives her what Kron calls 

“the lesbian nod,” which she describes as a slight upward bucking of the chin (Kron 32). Joan 

dons the signifiers of a particular late-1970s lesbian archetype: ripped jeans with suspenders 

hanging from the waist; a politically-pinned vest under a chunky cardigan; and what appear to be 

“men’s” dress shoes. In the world of musical theatre, her attire tells the audience everything they 

need to know about her sexuality, but Kron’s inclusion of culturally-specific behaviour fleshes 

out the representation. What Kron and Tesori do with queer stereotypes goes beyond surface 

attributes to something deeper.   

 Before Alison announces she and her father are both gay, their sexuality is established 

through visual and textual signifiers departing from normative gender expression. Alison enters 

the space with a crew cut and a “masculine” t-shirt and jeans combo. The first time Bruce sings, 

he offers instructions for identifying damask. He finds a dead mouse, and Small Alison asks to 

have it. With a few details, their sexuality has been questioned, if not entirely established, for 

spectators accustomed to reading from an antiquated view of gender expression. That said, two 

elements set Fun Home apart from lesser examples:  the reality of the story; and the three-65

dimensionality provided for the characters. To some degree, the fact Alison and Bruce Bechdel 

are real people mitigates the harmful edge of the stereotypes they occupy. For example, the real-

 A number of smaller representations generally fulfil tropes and stereotypes, without offering much depth to the 65

canon of lesbian and bisexual women characters. For example, Enid Hoopes in Legally Blonde (2007), though smart 
and politically-aware, continues the well-worn trope of the man-hating lesbian-feminist, while Shirley Markowitz 
functions as a butch lesbian sight gag in The Producers. 
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life Alison states she “‘really like[s] being this kind of unusual woman,’” so her Broadway alter-

ego’s wardrobe and hair design can be seen as incredibly affirming (qtd. in Polgreen). 

Furthermore, though the fact Alison’s sexuality coincides with a non-normative gender 

expression may reinforce spectators’ insistence on connecting the two, her character’s embrace 

of female masculinity provides a new model for women in musicals, particularly as it is not used 

for laughs. The importance of this cannot be understated. Additionally, though it may seem on 

the nose to characterize the closeted gay man as having an appreciation for gardening, 

housewares, and sailors, these are all true of Bechdel’s father. Not all spectators may know 

Bechdel’s graphic novel or that the show is based on it, but it’s reasonable to assume most would 

be familiar with its origin. Moreover, Vito Russo reminds us stereotypes “are based on a germ of 

truth and there’s no reason why sissies shouldn’t be created for the screen with some attention to 

character and human insight” (264). In a similar fashion, Kron’s attention to character and human 

insight in the libretto and lyrics transforms these queer characters from mere stereotypes into 

living, breathing people for whom the audience cares.   

 Along with Alison’s appearance transgressing normative gender expression, her vocals 

play with previously seen stereotypes of women and “otherness.” Although not larger than life 

like Dolly, Mame, or Mama Rose, placing Alison in a belted alto range draws on aspects of the 

diva. This proves especially true in the ways the classic diva pushed back on notions of 

traditional femininity and exemplified “otherness.” For example, Raymond Knapp sees the diva 

as a “trope of homosexuality” in that her licentiousness is a stand-in for queerness in the pre-

Stonewall musical (238). By making literal the queer metaphor, Kron and Tesori rework 

recognizable entities from musicals in order to represent lesbian women in the genre. Alison’s 
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trajectory, too, coincides with the diva’s ability to chart her own path and transcends the 

heterosexualizing narrative of “Golden Age” musicals in particular. Despite Bruce’s attempts to 

mold Alison in his image, her ability to awaken to herself and live the life she desires defies the 

bounds of normative expectations. She is, in her own words, a lesbian cartoonist: hardly the 

traditional trajectory for a young woman in the 1970s. Therefore, Kron and Tesori utilize 

Bechdel’s story to reject the path of settling down offered in many traditional musicals and carve 

new paths for on stage representations of women.  

 The saying “The specific is the universal” applies here as well. The story revolves around 

Alison and Bruce’s sexualities and the nature of Bruce’s death, but spectators can still relate 

through their own relationships with their parents or even their own missed opportunities to 

deepen an important relationship. The difference for this story lies in the queer experience being 

what’s specific, rather than being gleaned through the universal theme, as is so often the case for 

queer spectators. Kron employs community-oriented language and a number of (sometimes 

literal) subcultural nods to make legible the kinds of queer readings spectators previously 

engaged in with Broadway musicals. For example, Small Alison’s description of the “old-school 

butch” and Joan’s lesbian nod illustrate the positive valence of sexual markers as offering 

moments of connection for those who know how and where to look. References to lesbian pulp 

novels, the Village Voice, and the influx of sailors in New York intentionally root the story in 

queer history. Joan’s powerful identification as a “dyke” amid the “political, socially conscious 

lesbians” of the Gay Union contributes to a more nuanced representation than is often seen, 

demonstrating Joan as emotional, desirous, engaged — she’s not only there for laughs or 

signification; she’s grounded in something real (Kron 39). Finally, an exchange between Medium 
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Alison and Joan about the copy of Colette that Bruce sent Alison does double-duty as a moment 

of recognition for those “in the know,” but also as instruction about the existence of queer life for 

the wider audience. In debating Colette as a lesbian book, Medium Alison says, “…yes, I guess 

Colette was a lesbian but—,” which prompts Joan to retort, “Oh, she was” (Kron 34). Negation 

of relationships and queer histories happens regularly, and this small moment helps to challenge 

the idea queer relationships didn’t exist pre-Stonewall. In addition, this moment encourages us to 

consider Bechdel’s revisionist history of her father with a similar weight: his “official” 

straightness as a married man need not prevent us from looking deeper. 

 Kron and Tesori also navigate well-worn tropes of homosexuality through Bruce’s 

storyline: the predator and punishment tropes. Bruce’s duplicitous, predatory behaviour certainly 

contributes to an ongoing trope of gay men seducing teenage boys, and his death by suicide fits 

the punishment trope. Once again, the authenticity of Bruce’s life mitigates some level of harm 

these tropes may commit. Also, the care with which they are handled differs from lesser 

examples uncritically employing similar tropes. Kron and Tesori don’t use the punishment trope 

only to bolster someone else’s journey, as is often the case;  nor do they demonstrate Bruce’s 66

predatory interactions to make an ideological statement about the dangers of homosexuality. 

Instead, they (and, it must be mentioned, Bechdel herself) unfold Bruce’s story in such a way 

that goes beyond the surface to explore the circumstances leading to his death and reflects the 

 Broadway’s first openly lesbian character in a musical was Lorraine Bixby in the short-lived Nick and Nora. Faith 66

Prince played the murder victim in the detective story and repeatedly performed her death throughout the evening as 
the titular private eyes solved the murder. While not surprising that the first out lesbian would be treated to the 
punishment trope at its most extreme, it is nevertheless dismaying. Maria Valdez, Lorraine’s lover, was a broadly-
drawn Latina stereotype, which is hardly more heartening a representation. 
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dangers of repression.  Furthermore, seeing Bruce’s life through Alison’s eyes invites spectators 67

to see the harmful effects of patriarchy. Bruce enforces gender roles on Small Alison as he 

himself is bound by societal expectations of how to be a man. When she challenges these 

conventions, his anger flashes. His insistence on adhering to social codes exhibits how gay men 

can and do perpetuate patriarchal power structures to delimit opportunities for other queer 

positionalities. By fleshing out Bruce’s character with scenes illustrating the other dimensions of 

his life and personality, the writers demonstrate Bruce as a rich character hemmed in by a hetero-

patriarchal society, rather than a cardboard cutout that fulfils a function. As much as Fun Home 

continues to use stereotypes and tropes of Broadway musicals, the writers move beyond the 

base-level sketches of queer characters past to bring a more fulsome interpretation of queer life 

to the established canon.  

 When Medium Alison confesses that reading Word is Out helped her realize she was a 

lesbian, Joan remarks, “That’s a powerful book” (Kron 35). This speaks to the power of 

representation, in that Alison’s recognition of herself in the book became a catalyst for change. In 

its own way, Fun Home offers itself as a text for recognition. Unlike some previous musicals 

with queer positionalities, Fun Home’s disidentificatory project offers stage representations of 

queerness to empower spectators, especially queer women, through the already established 

negotiation of conventions, tropes, and stereotypes. 

 Cultural touchstones propel Alison’s evolution. Seeing the “butch” in the diner and 

reading about Colette and other queer folks helps Alison understand herself piece by piece. Fun 

 That said, Kron is no apologist for Bruce’s behaviour. She allows Alison clear commentary on his actions when 67

she says, “Actually [the reason you’re seeing a psychiatrist] is because you were arrested, Dad. On a charge of 
‘furnishing a malt beverage to a minor,’ which I believe is what they call a euphemism” (Kron 47). 
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Home demonstrates spectators should be paying attention to the glimmers of recognition they 

may be experiencing and any awakening those glimmers promote can be positive. The musical 

creates a positive representation  in Alison as someone whose sexuality has not prevented them 68

from living a full life, contrary to other representations on stage and screen. Kron and Tesori 

achieve this partially through the way “Changing My Major” emphasizes the joy of coming out 

instead of the trauma, as is so often seen. Additionally, Kron subtly establishes there is pride in 

coming out by contrasting Bruce and Alison’s feelings around it. Bruce writes to Alison, “There 

have been a few times in my life when I thought about taking a stand, but I’m not a hero” (Kron 

55), whereas, Alison sings “Joan, I feel like Hercules” (Kron 40). Here, Kron advocates for 

coming out by equating Alison’s experience with a mythological hero, admired for his incredible 

feats. Alison singing about what Bruce can only speak further articulates through lyric time the 

importance of being true to one’s self. Through these examples, Fun Home presents itself as a 

text for recognition: another “powerful book.” 

 Fun Home’s success at the Tony Awards contributes further to its representative power. 

The broadcast featured “Ring of Keys,” with a brief introduction by Beth Malone as Alison 

highlighting her importance as the catalyst for the story, while also providing the necessary 

context for the audience. The song and its set up situate queerness as central to the story. By 

using Small Alison’s song to portray this, the producers effectively sent a message about the 

 True, Vito Russo decries the “‘positive gay image’ some gay activists want projected to the public” (270), and 68

Stuart Hall argues Hanif Kureishi’s refusal of positive images is part of the success of My Beautiful Laundrette’s 
(1985) Black representation (“New Ethnicities” 450). Positive representation is not an end unto itself and, in Russo 
and Hall’s opinion, truthful storytelling is more important. However, I think it’s worth highlighting Alison’s 
portrayal as positive, because of its rarity within the genre and, therefore, what new vision it brings for spectators. 
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ability of children to understand their own identity.  This performance reached millions of 69

people through its broadcast on CBS (and subsequent posting on YouTube), which inevitably 

included many who needed to hear its message. The value of this cannot be under-estimated. The 

Tony Awards broadcast helped foreground Fun Home’s transformative power through both its 

performance and award wins and secured the national tour that would spread the show’s 

message. 

 Unfortunately, the Tony Awards broadcast put Fun Home’s women creators in the 

background. Neither the awards for Best Book nor Best Score — the first time Best Score had 

been won by an all-women team, no less — were televised in full. This is particularly ironic as 

Jeanine Tesori’s speech recounted her realization that women could work in music after 

witnessing Linda Twine  conduct. She summed up the experience by saying, “For girls, you 70

have to see it to be it” (Hetrick). Thankfully, the Internet provided the opportunity to see the 

speeches, but the instance highlights the way a lack of representation can discourage women 

from considering careers in music.  Tesori later spoke about the need for writers to learn by 71

doing and by doing so repeatedly (Purcell 194). However, women are disadvantaged by systemic 

biases that favour men. A recent study of managerial positions shows men are judged on their 

“potential,” whereas women’s potential is frequently overlooked, leading them to “have to 

demonstrate a successful background” in order to prove their worth (Player et al. 10). Therefore, 

 It is, however, interesting to note the revised broadcast text did not include the phrase “old-school butch.” While 69

daring to portray a child discovering their identity in relation to queerness, the producers were obviously strategic in 
terms of the language they used. This may have been about the broadcast itself, but likely also addressed concerns 
about touring. The Tony Awards are a chance for producers to advertise their shows for potential future touring 
productions, and it’s likely that Fun Home’s producers wanted the show to have as broad an appeal as possible.

 As a matter of interest, Linda Twine was the conductor for the Broadway debut of The Color Purple in 2005. 70

 In anticipation of Kron and Tesori’s wins, an online petition was created to encourage the producers to air the Best 71

Score and Best Book awards, which makes their exclusion particularly egregious (Hetrick).  
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women may find it more difficult to get those repeated chances to work on their craft. Tesori is 

someone who has (rightfully) had this opportunity, which Fun Home exemplifies. She initially 

experimented with having three actors play the same character in Shrek The Musical (2008), but 

only for one song. Similar to Fun Home, “I Know It’s Today” followed the progression of 

Princess Fiona from child to adult, with all three singing together for the final chorus. This seed 

of an idea blossomed more fully in Fun Home, proving Tesori’s point about writers needing to 

have multiple opportunities for creation. Through her Tony speech, her career track record, and 

Fun Home’s newly-minted place in the canon, Tesori offers young women and gender-diverse 

writers inspiration to create new stories and ways of seeing.  

 While Fun Home earns its landmark musical status with its treatment of a lesbian-centred 

narrative, over-emphasizing its representative power could reinforce Devon W. Carbado’s  

assertion that too often “‘white gays and lesbians can…stand in for all gays and lesbians’” (qtd. 

in Cho et al. 802). Fun Home undoubtedly centres lesbian characters and represents them in 

nuanced, complex ways not previously seen outside of The Color Purple, but its narrative 

privileges a white, middle-class experience. White characters don’t prevent dis/identification for 

spectators of other positionalities, but they don’t represent them either. Nonetheless, the creative 

team did cast Latinx actors Joél Pérez and Roberta Calindrez in the two roles outside of the 

Bechdel family. Having Calindrez play Joan opens up an interesting narrative about racialized 

lesbians who were more or differently politically-active than their white counterparts. Joan 

advocates against nuclear weaponry, wears political pins, takes part in the Women’s Collective, 

and labels herself a “dyke.” This offers potential to enrich the discussion with a look at the way 

Alison’s knowledge of anti-oppressive politics was influenced by Joan. However, this was left 
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unexplored, perhaps because the real-life Joan was white, or perhaps the writers wanted to keep 

the emphasis solely on their relationship. Joél Pérez spoke about his and Calindrez’s 

representation and how, on one level, the fact that “[t]here was nothing about that character or 

that story that pointed to [his] Puerto Rican-ness or Latinx identity” was great, because it wasn’t 

being exploited (Solís). Still, he was disappointed his and Calindrez’s understudies and 

subsequent replacements weren’t also racialized actors to set a precedent for the roles (Solís).  

 The example of Calindrez-as-Joan containing representative power beyond what is 

explicitly written in the book reflects the history of another important lesbian musical couple. Dr. 

Cordelia and Charlotte are featured in Falsettos as the main character’s next-door neighbours, 

but their roles are largely functional. Their names go unmentioned, and they appear only in the 

second act,  which further underlines their use as support for the larger gay men's narrative. As 72

Virginia Anderson notes, Dr. Cordelia “facilitates plot development by introducing a discussion 

of an unknown and fatal illness” (222). While this offers the potential of an interesting narrative 

about the role of lesbian women in the early years of AIDS, those ideas are left textually 

unexplored. Anderson positions this “silence” as “historically representative,” as lesbian women 

are frequently missing from AIDS narratives (223). Therefore, these characterizations evoke an 

important narrative, yet remain indicative of a side-lining that frequently happens to lesbian 

characters. Joan represents another missed opportunity to tell an important element of the 

narrative. These points are well worth noting, because although Fun Home (and Falsettos, in its 

way) is a turning point for lesbian representation in Broadway musicals, there are still many 

people who have yet to be meaningfully represented. 

 Falsettos is a combination of two musicals, March of the Falsettos (1981) and Falsettoland (1990). Cordelia and 72

Charlotte only appeared in Falsettoland, so they only appear in the second act of Falsettos.
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 All this said, Fun Home does not altogether leave its whiteness unchallenged. In The 

Great White Way, Warren Hoffman identifies The Music Man (1957) as being about whiteness, in 

part because of its “nostalgic embrace of homogenous small-town life” (83) likened to “the 

suburban America portrayed in 1950s television” (93). In similar ways, Fun Home looks at a 

white family in a rural Pennsylvania town in the 1960s and 1970s. There is a certain amount of 

nostalgia at play, particularly in the pastiche of musical styles; however, Fun Home doesn’t 

idealize heteronormative values as The Music Man and other nostalgic projects do. Hoffman 

argues “musicals create images of America that uphold, even inadvertently, white supremacy,” 

but moments like “Raincoat of Love” disrupt those images (12). The juxtaposition of Bruce and 

Helen’s fight with the up-beat “Raincoat of Love” (a Partridge Family-style theme) exhibits the 

cracks in the veneer and the dysfunction engendered by their subscription to nuclear family 

values. The scene following “Raincoat” involves a trip to New York where Bruce leaves the kids 

alone in an apartment while he goes out, possibly to go cruising, which undercuts any sense of 

nostalgia for the “good ol’ days.” Additionally, whiteness as a construct “carries cultural 

connotations of order” related to the ideal of “civilization” (Wolf Problem 63). The flaws of 

order are critiqued through “Welcome to Our House on Maple Avenue,” where “Everything is 

balanced and serene / Like chaos never happens if it’s never seen” (Kron 14). The family’s stress 

resulting from Bruce’s demands for organization exposes civilized behaviour as a construct and 

reveals the pain in subscribing to the hegemony of white, cisgender, hetero-patriarchy. The 

notable exception to the critique of whiteness is the use of The Jackson 5-style music in “Come 

to the Fun Home.” It may not quite be appropriation as the children are playing make-believe 

and not making money off their use of the Black pop vernacular; however, the song serves to 
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point up their unusual childhood at the funeral home more so than any sense of their whiteness 

interacting with Black-created music. Overall, though Fun Home is white-centred, it resists the 

universalizing tendencies of previous Broadway musicals and somewhat troubles its whiteness.  73

 The writers establish the final method of disidentification in Fun Home by using utopian 

performatives to inspire queer women previously disempowered by Broadway musicals. 

Spectators may learn from the wound of Bruce and Alison’s relationship: the pain of Bruce’s 

reaction to Alison’s coming out; the desire to say what must be said to the important people in 

one’s life; and the power of being true to one’s self. “Ring of Keys,” “Changing My Major,” and 

“Telephone Wire” offer rich moments of emotional vulnerability that inspire hope, recognition, 

and even caution for real-world experiences. These moments also enrich the general spectators’ 

understanding of a queer experience and could promote a different story to play out in their own 

lives. The spectators who attended Laura Condlln’s talkbacks and shared their stories with Beth 

Malone exemplify the feeling of the utopian performative, the sense of inspiration that carries on 

after the performance has ended.  

 These utopian performatives also provide Bloch’s rehearsal for the example, as spectators 

may see in Alison’s jubilant realization a kind of rehearsal of their own coming out. Similarly, 

perhaps a parent may see the missed opportunities of Helen and Bruce as the bad dress rehearsal 

before their own great play. Musicals also offer their own unique rehearsals for the example in 

their extended at-home performances. When musical fans sing along to the original cast 

 The marketing, however, did universalize. The lesbian content challenged producers, whose concerns Carey 73

Purcell sums up as: “Should Fun Home be advertised as a lesbian musical? How could it reach as many people as 
possible without abandoning the essence of the show or perpetuating the idea that queer characters do not belong on 
a Broadway stage?” (190) SpotCo, hired to market the show, strategized by universalizing the story and focusing on 
the family angle (Purcell 191).
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recording at home, the utopian performative continues, allowing them to further inhabit the 

characters and their journeys. Fun Home contributes several solos for young performers to the 

musical theatre repertoire, which could then be sung for talent shows, music festivals, and even 

in professional training. These performances could have a similar effect not only on the 

performers themselves, but on their own spectators, creating a ripple effect beyond the initial 

production. Perhaps these examples exhibit a fulfilment of Dolan’s hope that “performance can 

mobilize people to change their hearts and minds” (Utopia 125). 

 The disidentifications Fun Home performs offer a reworking of the musical form to 

empower on stage representations of lesbian women and other queer positionalities. However, 

Fun Home’s success on Broadway may never have happened without the groundbreaking 

representation of lesbian and bisexual women in The Color Purple. The adaptation of Alice 

Walker’s Pulitzer Prize-winning novel debuted ten years prior to Fun Home, making it the first 

musical to centre a lesbian leading character on Broadway. Furthermore, The Color Purple deals 

with race more directly than Fun Home, drawing attention to the particular challenges of Black 

communities in regards to experiences of queerness, patriarchy, and white supremacy.  
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3. “We All Lookin’, Honey”: A Case Study of The Color Purple 

  How has it happened that everyone else has more agency over a narrative than the 
  people the narrative is about? How has it happened they’re relegated to the   
  periphery? 

    — Kimberley Rampersad, “Owning a black story…” 

Kimberley Rampersad directed the first Canadian productions  of The Color Purple in 2019, 74

which makes her the first Black woman to direct the show. As a friend and colleague, it was 

thrilling to witness her trademark intelligence, sensitivity, and integrity tackling this much-

beloved story; yet, the fact she is the first Black woman to helm the musical signals its complex 

history. The creative teams of both Broadway productions were racially-mixed, with white, gay 

men as directors. This is not unusual in the history of Black musical theatre,  where landmark 75

musicals like Purlie (1970) and Raisin (1973) were adaptations of Black plays by white 

creatives. However, it illuminates who continues to hold power on Broadway, even as the range 

of on stage representation expands.  

 This chapter will examine The Color Purple as the first Broadway musical with a lesbian 

leading character and the only Broadway musical to centre a Black lesbian relationship. I would 

be remiss to start this discussion without acknowledging my own positionality as a white, gay 

man. My analysis of the musical and its creation cannot fully account for all the intricacies and 

nuances of the on stage representations contained within; nonetheless, it can highlight some of 

the powerful ways in which the writers and creatives adapted the story and the potential 

 Rampersad directed a production at Halifax’s Neptune Theatre and, later, a co-production between Royal 74

Manitoba Theatre Centre in Winnipeg and the Citadel Theatre in Edmonton, with largely the same cast. She received 
a Merritt Award (Halifax) and a Sterling Award (Edmonton) for her direction.

 For an in-depth look at this history, see Allen Woll’s Black Musical Theatre.75
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significance of those decisions. The Color Purple is based on Alice Walker’s 1982 novel, which 

grounds its narrative in womanism: Walker’s feminist praxis centred on racialized women. 

Simply adapting The Color Purple for the musical stage would unsettle Broadway’s 

heterosexism, but the writing team uses lyric time and musical conventions to accentuate and 

even extend Walker’s womanist ideals to disidentify with the Broadway musical’s dominant 

ideology. Additionally, the writers refuse the “Golden Age” mentality that a “queer” woman 

should be reformed and instead offer one who is transformed. In a reversal of the classic 

formula, Celie reforms a man and transforms her community. John Doyle’s 2016 staging, in 

particular, invites spectators to look and be looked at as part of this transformation. Through 

these disidentifications, the musical offers utopian performatives inviting spectators into the 

world-changing power of womanism. 

 Alice Walker opens her anthology of womanist prose, In Search of Our Mothers’ 

Gardens, with her definitions of “womanist,” which include: “A black feminist or feminist of 

color;” “A woman who loves other women, sexually, and/or nonsexually. […] Sometimes loves 

individual men, sexually and/or nonsexually. Committed to survival and wholeness of entire 

people, male and female;” and, importantly, “Womanist is to feminist as purple to lavender” (xi-

xii, original emphasis). Multiple scholars have situated their readings of The Color Purple 

(including its adaptations) in the context of these definitions.  In one such example, Tracy 76

Bealer asserts “[b]y rhetorically linking her novel to her definition, Walker implies The Color 

Purple is a fictional representation of what womanism would look like as a lived experience” 

(24). In saying this, Bealer invites readers to consider The Color Purple through the lens of 

 See: Bealer, Lovelock, Paredez, and Sangwan, for example.76
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womanism and pay attention to the ways in which Walker outlines her womanist ideals through 

the novel’s events. This study accepts Bealer’s invitation in order to articulate the musical’s 

disidentificatory project.  

 The Color Purple premiered in 2005 at the Broadway Theatre after an out-of-town tryout 

at Atlanta’s Alliance Theatre. Producer Scott Sanders conceived of Walker’s groundbreaking 

novel as a musical and organized a team made up of talent from the theatre and pop music 

worlds to create it. Eventually, Oprah Winfrey expressed interest in the project, and Sanders 

convinced her to be listed as the presenting producer (Funderburg 181). Gary Griffin directed, 

with Linda Twine as music director and Donald Byrd as choreographer. Playwright Marsha 

Norman wrote the libretto, and the music and lyrics were composed by pop songwriters Brenda 

Russell, Allee Willis, and Stephen Bray. As James Lovelock notes, the writing team spans the 

identities of the musical’s characters: Black (Russell and Bray), women (Russell, Willis, and 

Norman), and queer (Willis) (193). The original production received eleven Tony nominations, 

including Best Musical, and ran for 910 performances.  London’s Menier Chocolate Factory 77

staged the first international production in 2013, directed by John Doyle. In 2015, Doyle’s 

production was mounted on Broadway, with Cynthia Erivo reprising her role as Celie and Jason 

Michael Webb music directing. The revival received Tony awards for Best Revival and Best 

Actress in a Musical (Erivo) and had a run of 450 performances. My analysis draws from the 

libretto and score, both Broadway cast recordings, and a bootleg video recording of the 2016 

production.  

 Norman’s adaptation carefully follows Walker’s novel about the life of Celie, a poor, 

 Only actor LaChanze (Celie) won, for Best Actress in a Musical. 77
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Black, cisgender woman in rural Georgia in the early-20th century. Celie begins the musical as a 

meek fourteen-year-old, pregnant for the second time with what she believes is her father’s child. 

The musical spans four decades of Celie’s life, including her marriage to Mister; her forced 

separation from her sister, Nettie; her friendships with her stepson, Harpo, and his wife, Sofia; 

her lesbian relationship with performer Shug Avery; and her eventual independence as a 

successful business owner. Celie’s journey to self-belief and empowerment manifests as a result 

of her relationship with Shug, the show’s central love story.     

 The writers establish their first disidentification through Shug’s spirituality and its effects 

on Celie. While Christianity is not directly demonstrated in musicals per se, its values and social 

mores are most certainly reflected in its heterosexist ideology. Shug’s disidentificatory 

spirituality and its inclusion of non-normative sexuality work against the genre’s conservative 

notions of community. In her essay “(Re)Presenting Shug Avery and Afrekete: The Search for a 

Black, Queer, and Feminist Pleasure Praxis,” Kaila Adia Story describes Shug Avery as 

“demanding all the pleasure’s [sic] that life had to offer through a praxis of her own 

disidentification” (30). Building on Story’s assertion, I will look at the ways Shug disidentifies 

with her father’s religion and remakes it into her own spirituality within the musical. The 

importance of religion in Black communities cannot be underestimated, for as Mignon Moore 

asserts, “African American religious institutions are not just locations of spiritual guidance; they 

also act as agents or conduits of Black culture through their involvement in and control over 

secular civic, political, and economic organizations and activities” (182). However, Shug refuses 

the spiritual and cultural mores of her father’s church: she disavows the kind of religious thought 

Celie believes in (namely, heavenly retribution and following God’s law) and does not give in to 
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the respectability politics demanding Black women’s sexuality adhere to strict moral codes.  

 Story describes these Black respectability politics  by drawing on Evelyn 78

Higginbotham’s research on the American Baptist Home Mission Society. Around the turn of the 

20th century, members of the Mission Society asserted “African Americans’ lack of adherence to 

the social and cultural norms of white society was the real barrier to racial advancement and 

progress” and tied “racial uplift” to “creating a social and cultural sentiment of respect for 

African Americans by white Americans” (Story “Deviance” 366). In using this research, Story 

outlines how respectability politics continue to pathologize Black women’s sexuality by 

emphasizing heteronormativity and other forms of “respectable” behaviour. Indeed, the pressure 

from respectability politics intensifies for same-gender-loving women in Black communities (or 

“quare,” as per Johnson), because their “expression of sexual pleasure and desire flouts the type 

of respectability championed by Black middle-class leadership” (Moore 12). In other words, by 

deviating from normative sexuality, quare women automatically transgress the call for 

respectability. In light of this, Story argues, “there remains a sociopolitical and ideological need 

for black sexual deviance as a legitimate expression of sexuality and desire that resists a 

retrograde return to respectability” (“Deviance” 364). Shug, whose fictional upbringing occurred 

in the Mission Society’s real-life timeline, exemplifies Story’s argument in carving her own life 

path through a liberated sexuality and refusal of respectability. As she tells Celie, “laughin’, 

singin’, and sex” are all God’s gifts (Norman 93). By including her “deviant” behaviour in God’s 

 Story reminds us, however, “[r]espectability politics are not unique to African Americans, especially when sexual 78

identity becomes a part of the matrix. In other words, just as [certain Black creators] invest in heteronormative 
representations as a form of racial uplift, white queers have a similar investment in such forms to maintain their 
status as respectable whites. The institution of marriage has become one of the vehicles through which this 
ascension to normativity occurs” (“Deviance” 372). Also, as Story’s research demonstrates, the desire for 
respectability stems from white supremacy’s disregard for Black lives in the first place.
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plan, Shug remakes her father’s religion into something useful, reflecting the tradition of quare 

people who “use religion to validate their identities as same-gender-loving people” (Moore 182). 

Meanwhile, the song “Shug Avery Comin’ to Town” sets up her position within the community 

and their viewpoint on her behaviour. Doris, one of the Church Ladies, exemplifies their 

religiosity as she sings, “Fire and brimstone raining down […] She gonna turn into a pillar of 

salt”; the men’s ensemble also sing of her in religious terms, but from a decidedly different 

angle: “Ain’t no other woman like Shug […] Oh Lord let me cross into her promised land” 

(Norman 46-47). The Church Ladies foreground the town’s respectability politics as they sing 

their disapproval: “Drinkin’ the gin / Lovin’ all the mens / Strumpet in a short skirt / Got no 

pride” (Norman 46). Nevertheless, Shug’s approach to spirituality encourages others to embrace 

their own “deviance” in a way that ultimately remakes the community. Walker establishes these 

aspects of Shug’s spiritual formation in her original writing, but the musical creators use lyric 

time to open up her ideas further and accentuate them in exciting ways. 

 The first such expansion comes in “Push Da Button,” Shug’s performance at Harpo’s juke 

joint. While characterized as a “big black lady song”  (Dinero 30) and an example of “pure 79

performance for performance’s sake” (Edney 234), this number actually does much more. First, 

the song deepens Shug’s character by rooting her in the tradition of blues singers like Bessie 

Smith  and “Ma” Rainey. Angela Y. Davis notes these “blueswomen” (as she calls them) 80

 Dinero characterizes a “big black lady song” as a device in which a “black woman, heretofore uninvolved in the 79

storyline, sings a rousing number that elicits a large audience response, thereby literally stopping the show for 
applause. …these songs do not further plot or develop character” (30). In his footnote on the same page, Dinero 
includes “Push Da Button” in a list of such numbers, but does give the caveat that “any one song will diverge 
somewhat from the ‘classic’ example” that he discusses in his article (30, fn 2). 

 In the novel, Celie writes that Bessie Smith is “somebody [Shug] know. Old friend” (Walker Color 72). The 80

creative team’s use of blues as Shug’s musical language aurally makes this connection. 
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“assert[ed] their right to be respected not as appendages or victims of men, but as truly 

independent human beings with vividly articulated sexual desires. Blues queens thus provided 

emphatic examples of Black female independence” (208). Linking Shug with these blueswomen 

through musical content and form situates her historically, but also reinforces her sexual 

independence and the importance of that example for the community. Given Rainey and Smith 

were “[q]uare singers” whose music “covertly brought the image of the black lesbian into the 

American imaginary,” Shug’s blueswoman performance also hints at her bisexuality before her 

relationship with Celie is established (Johnson “‘Quare’” 140).  

 Second, though “Push Da Button” certainly entertains, Deborah Paredez correctly 

identifies it as a number that “function[s] pedagogically,” because Shug teaches the women of 

the community to take control of their own sexual pleasure (55). If Shug sees sexuality as one of 

God’s gifts, then “Push Da Button” provides the opportunity to share her message that it should 

be enjoyed as such. With the juke joint as her pulpit, Shug begins with an invitation: “Now 

there’s somethin’ ‘bout good lovin’ / That all you ladies should know / If you want to light your 

man on fire / You gotta start it real slow” (Norman 62). She then invites the men to attend to their 

partner’s needs: “You want yo lady racin’ with you / You gotta get her in gear” (Norman 63). By 

the end of the A section, Shug has established reciprocity as a principal value of her sexual 

ethics. The B section’s repeated refrain — “Push da button” — then acts as a musical hook, a 

salient instruction, and an important link to the source material. In the novel, when Shug and 

Celie discuss sex with Mister, Shug educates Celie about her “little button,” which Celie later 

discovers is the “right button to mash” (Walker Color 72).  By turning Shug’s private 81

 The creatives replaced this moment with the song “Too Beautiful for Words,” in which Shug helps Celie see her 81

own beauty. The juke joint follows, making Shug’s instructions occur in the same order, just in a different setting. 
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instructions into a public song for (and with) the ensemble, the writers emphasize their 

importance and set the stage for the ripple effect Shug has on the community.  

 Additionally, the writers make explicit Shug’s connection between sexuality and 

spirituality in the repeated lyric “Push da button / To let your baby know it ain’t no sin” (Norman 

63). The libretto establishes Shug’s father is a preacher by this point, so it is reasonable to read 

this as her way of countering her father’s preaching on purity and advancing her own beliefs. It 

must be noted the same people attending church in the show’s opening attend Shug’s 

performance, and therefore, Shug’s merging of sexuality and spirituality here perhaps points out 

this need not be seen as hypocritical. John Doyle’s staging foregrounds this pedagogical impact, 

as the number begins with the ensemble women “as scandalized listeners seated with their arms 

crossed” and ends with “shared dance moves [that] convey their unifying bond with Shug and 

with each other as sexual subjects, in contrast to their previous division…as sexual objects 

within patriarchy’s gaze” (Paredez 56, original emphasis). I agree with Paredez’s assessment that 

this staging represents Shug winning the ladies over, but also delivering them into their own 

sexual liberation. However, in the 2016 bootleg performance, Shug sings to the Broadway 

spectators as well. At this point in the production, the spectators have also witnessed this in the 

church, suggesting an invitation to community through different expressions of Black culture, 

but also the tension that exists between these expressions. Singing to spectators may be standard 

practice for diegetic songs, but in Doyle’s staging, the actors engage spectators throughout in 

ways that invite them to partake in the message: not singing at them, but to them. These 

moments of actor-spectator connection move a step beyond Fun Home’s breaking down of the 

fourth wall, as Doyle intentionally employs direct address in his staging. Therefore, Shug’s 
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message goes beyond the juke joint to the spectators of the Bernard B. Jacobs Theater. 

 As far as the on stage world is concerned, Shug’s influence blossoms later in the musical, 

but first Shug must change — and enact change — in relationship with Celie. Under Doyle’s 

direction, Celie does not dance; however, Shug lays the framework for later lessons by delivering 

some of the initial lyrics to her. Throughout, Shug’s sexual autonomy pushes the buttons of those 

who would consider it deviant (which, given the ensemble women’s lyrics about her, many do) 

and challenges accepted norms to create new possibilities for living. Audre Lorde speaks to this 

power the erotic can have in changing lives: 

 This is one reason why the erotic is so feared, and so often relegated to the bedroom   
 alone, when it is recognized at all. For once we begin to feel deeply all the aspects of our   
 lives, we begin to demand from ourselves and from our life-pursuits that they feel in   
 accordance with that joy which we know ourselves to be capable of. Our erotic    
 knowledge empowers us, becomes a lens through which we scrutinize all aspects of our   
 existence, forcing us to evaluate those aspects honestly in terms of their relative meaning   
 within our lives. (57) 

“Push Da Button” empowers erotic knowledge within the community and sets the course for 

change as a result. Kathryn Edney felt the number “could be removed from the musical without 

harming the narrative,” but it adds depth to Shug’s character as a blueswoman, lays the 

foundation for her influence on the community, and, by taking Shug’s sermon from the bedroom 

to the juke joint, repurposes sexual deviance as a catalyst for sexual liberation (234).   82

 The second expansion of Shug’s spirituality comes in the title song. The writers chose to 

place this song and the subsequent dinner scene at Easter. This change heightens the spiritual 

element of Shug’s message as it coincides with perhaps the most prominent Christian holiday, as 

 All this said, Edney’s analysis was based on the original production, in which “Push Da Button” was flashier and a 82

little more “Broadway” than in 2016. Some of what she critiques shifts in Doyle’s staging; however, there is much 
about the song in the writing itself that works against Edney’s analysis.
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well as signals the magnitude of the rebirth awaiting Sofia and Celie. Purple is also associated 

with the pre-Easter season of Lent, a time of fasting and prayer, and connotes nobility and 

spirituality (Bealer 25). These meanings suffuse Shug’s choice of the colour for her message. As 

in the book, Shug’s “sermon” comes in response to Celie’s disavowal of God. Shug offers her 

unique interpretation of God as “not a man at all,” which breaks from the patriarchal image 

proffered by the church (Norman 93). She then imparts her view of God as being something 

inside of us all: a radical remaking. By using book time to begin the conversation, Norman 

suggests the discussion is moving the characters forward, but using lyric time to explore the idea 

of God allows for greater impact on Celie and the spectators. Elongating the words over music 

necessarily slows down their reception and intensifies their delivery. The gospel-like setting of 

the music furthers the sense of its spiritual import. Once again, the musical style chosen for Shug 

connects her to a musical tradition occupied by Black women and reflects a part of her 

personality, her spiritual side. As Dan Dinero informs, “Early gospel music was…one of the few 

areas where black women could command respect and praise, especially during a period prior to 

the civil rights and women’s liberation movements. Although women could not formally preach, 

they could sing” (36). Setting “The Color Purple” in a gospel mode ties Shug to this tradition of 

Black women’s leadership through song and elevates her message to the same level as Celie’s 

previously received religious wisdom, but in a personally empowering manner.  

 Lyrically, the writing team borrows heavily from the original text. In some cases, the 

lyrics are simply a compact editing of the original lines.  However, one reworking of Walker’s 83

 Compare, for example, “God is inside you and inside everybody else. You come into the world with God. But only 83

them that search for it inside find it” (Walker Color 195) to the opening verse, “God is inside you and everyone 
else / That was or ever will be / We come into this world with God / But only them that look inside find it” (Norman 
93).
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text opens up its meaning to allow for a reading of Shug’s sexuality-as-spirituality to emerge. 

Walker wrote, “God is everything…that is or ever was or ever will be. And when you can feel 

that, and be happy to feel that, you’ve found It” (Color 195). The writers rewrite this as: “And 

when you feel the truth so real / And when you love the way you feel / You’ve found it” (Norman 

93). This carries a double meaning: both “when you love the way you feel inside,” as well as 

“when you love in the way that feels right to you.” In this latter reading, finding God is 

equivalent to loving whom you love without fear. This subtle reworking affirms a more 

expansive, “deviant” expression of romantic love than would traditionally be found within the 

church, once again reflecting Shug’s disidentification with her father’s religion. Whether 

conscious or not, this valence is supported by Walker’s original vision. In 1992, Walker wrote 

that her book “remains for [her] the theological work examining the journey from the religious 

back to the spiritual,” and Celie’s realization is she “is a radiant expression of the heretofore 

perceived as quite distant Divine” (“Preface”). Given Walker’s linking of womanism and its 

inclusion of quare relationships to her novel, certainly this “radiant expression” includes Celie’s 

sexuality. “The Color Purple” finishes with an instruction: “Open up your eyes / Look what God 

has done” (Norman 94). This looking necessarily includes Shug, linking her presence in Celie’s 

life to God’s plan. With two minutes’ worth of music, the writers deftly expand the conversation 

about God and embed sexuality within that spiritual expression to build upon Walker’s original 

work and crack it open.  

 In the second act finale, Celie leads the company in “The Color Purple (Reprise).” 

Closing the show with a reprise of Shug’s song highlights her importance as a change maker in 

Celie’s journey, but also offers a bookend to the journey from the religious to the spiritual. The 
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latter part of the show’s opening, “Mysterious Ways,” takes place in a church and is led by two 

people: a soloist and a preacher. In contrast, the show’s finale takes place outdoors at a 4th of 

July picnic, where Celie becomes both soloist and preacher. She begins with the prayer from the 

novel’s final chapter, “Dear God, dear stars / Dear trees, dear sky / Dear peoples, dear everything 

/ Dear God” (Norman 125). This prayer crystallizes the “pagan transformation of God from 

patriarchal male supremacist into trees, stars, wind and everything else” (Walker “Preface”). 

Celie takes on Shug’s disidentification and comes into a spirituality all their own. She then sings 

Shug’s words from “The Color Purple,” personalizing them by shifting the pronouns to “I” to 

indicate she has found God inside herself, as Shug promised. In hushed tones, the principals 

begin singing together, adding in the entire ensemble on the lyrics “When we share love,” 

emphasizing the community bonds supporting transformation (Norman 126). E. Patrick Johnson 

discusses the importance of the Black church for many quare people, but stresses, “We must 

force the black church to name us and claim us if we are to obtain any liberation within our own 

communities” (“‘Quare’” 149). The ensemble rendition of this reprise demonstrates this change 

is possible and invites spectators to witness a Black spiritual community accepting its quare 

members. Indeed, after the ensemble has sung the B section together once, Celie splits off onto 

her own, singing above and around the ensemble in a call-and-response reflective of the gospel 

tradition.  

 Cynthia Erivo strays from the notations in the sheet music in the manner of gospel 

soloists whose “own innovations were as important as the work of the composer” (Dinero 36). 

Taking on the role of soloist away from (but still related to) the ensemble musically expresses 
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she has stepped into her power and can now lead her community.  Her ability to playfully bend 84

the melody and stay in relation to the ensemble signifies autonomy within community, a key 

theme to which I will return. In closing the show with a reprise of this song, the writers exhibit 

how Celie and her beliefs have changed. By having Celie repeat and then build on Shug’s lyrics, 

they establish the power of Shug’s disidentificatory spirituality in its ability to inspire and 

motivate. This once again builds on Lorde’s discussion of the erotic, which she argues:  

 offers a well of replenishing and provocative force to the woman who does not fear its   
 revelation, nor succumb to the belief that sensation is enough. […] For having    
 experienced the fullness of this depth of feeling and recognizing its power, in honour and   
 self-respect we can require no less of ourselves. (54)  

Through Shug’s endorsement of the erotic at the juke joint and in her personal relationship with 

Celie, Celie finds she requires no less than the empowering joy she feels with Shug. Ironically, 

Shug loses Celie near the end of the second act, because Celie develops the self-respect to say no 

to Shug’s desire to have a final fling. The power of the erotic in Shug’s spirituality releases Celie 

into herself as a fully autonomous person. In these ways, “Push Da Button” and the two versions 

of “The Color Purple” expand and emphasize Shug’s spirituality as a driving force in the 

musical. 

 The writers perform a second disidentification through the centrality of Shug and Celie’s 

relationship. As with Fun Home, the centrality of lesbian desire displaces the male desire which 

typically controls the genre; however, The Color Purple also works against the film adaptation’s 

negation of lesbian love. To begin with, the musical’s writers certainly work against the criticism 

the film received for not accurately portraying the lesbian relationship. Steven Spielberg admits 

 Erivo received an Academy Award nomination for playing Harriet Tubman in the film Harriet (2019). Her casting 84

as a woman whose voice literally leads people to freedom retroactively adds special resonance to her performance 
on the cast recording of The Color Purple. 
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he “took something that was extremely erotic and very intentional, and…reduced it to a simple 

kiss” (Breznican).  Even twenty years later, however, the relationship provided concern for 85

producers. Roy Furman recounts pitching the musical to investors who “‘didn’t think this was a 

subject for a musical because it involved lesbianism and all kinds of neglect, abuse, and child 

separation’” (qtd. in Funderburg 27). Given the investors felt lesbianism was as taboo as abuse, it 

isn’t difficult to understand why the first lesbian couple was centred in a musical over twenty 

years after the first gay couple. That said, the producers and creatives persevered and moved 

forward with a more truthful portrayal of Celie’s relationship.  

 The musical brings back Walker’s eroticism by focusing on Celie’s attraction in the scene 

where she bathes Shug. It would be possible to read this action as simply Celie taking care of 

Shug, but the writers choose to musicalize the scene as one of Celie’s letters to God. The lyrics 

unmistakably express Celie’s feelings: “Got about a million tingles / Sneaking’ on up my spine / 

I wash her body / And it feel like I’m prayin’ / Try not to look / But my eyes ain’t obeyin’” 

(Norman 52). The lyrics connecting physical touch to prayer also foreshadow Celie’s discovery 

of God through the erotic. Doyle’s staging enhances this eroticism as his bare-bones approach 

eschews a realistic bathtub and instead has Celie rub her bare hands over Shug’s arms. Moreover, 

Celie expresses Shug is unlike any other woman in her life: “Not like Nettie, not like Sofia / Not 

like nobody else a up in here / Shug Avery” (Norman 52). The syncopation of the word “not” in 

each line emphasizes her singularity, but also suggests a quickening of Celie’s pulse. As well, the 

melody of “Shug Avery” starts on a sultry flat 3rd over a slow piano shuffle, followed by a small 

sax solo that absolutely connotes sexuality. By using the established musical convention of 

 In The Celluloid Closet, the caption below a film still of Celie and Shug says the scene was “bowdlerized” (Russo 85

279). 
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Celie’s letters as inner monologue, the writers allow the audience in to her private thoughts in a 

way the film couldn’t and link her attraction more closely to Walker’s original intent. The 

semiotics of the instrumentation further this erotic connection.  

 While not as explicit as the novel, the musical later expands the couple’s kiss into an 

entire song, “What About Love?” Interestingly, the writers shift the placement of the kiss in the 

story’s chronology. Originally, their sexual relationship doesn’t begin until Shug comes back to 

the farm with Grady. The writers accelerate their union, which makes Shug’s later marriage to 

Grady more difficult for Celie, but also allows the kiss to occur in Act One. Stacy Wolf offers a 

musical’s first act is more privileged than the second and, as a result, can destabilize the 

heterosexualizing end of a conventional show, because “more stage time is spent in a character’s 

development…than in the working out of the romance” (Problem 32). By placing “What About 

Love?” before intermission, the writers emphasize Celie and Shug’s love over the second act 

dissolution of their relationship. Similar to Fun Home, this moment occurs at roughly the half-

point of the show, which also makes it the musical’s centre. Once again, it can be seen the writers 

intentionally work to preserve Walker’s depiction of this relationship. Regarding this song, 

Stephen Bray reflects, “‘I just love that we were brave enough to have a lesbian love song, to put 

it on the stage and not shy away from it’” (qtd. in Funderburg 51). Discussing the 

writers’ “bravery” highlights the assumed commercial risk of lesbian material, but also how the 

writers intentionally used this song to expand the relationship. These factors of placement and 

intentionality contribute to the song’s importance, which in turn establishes the importance and 

validity of their lesbian relationship. 

 Expanding the kiss in lyric time equally signifies its importance and makes clear this is 
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not an expression of friendship. In the hands of the composer-lyricists, a mere kiss becomes a 

four-minute exploration of love and its effects. First, the meaning of the kiss is explicitly 

established in book time in the following exchange: 

 Celie: You gone a hour it feel like a year to me. 

 Shug: I’ll be back. Nobody ever love me like you.  

 (they are both surprised by what SHUG has said…SHUG kisses her) (Norman 72) 

Then, Celie immediately sings of the effect: “Is that me who’s floating away / Lifted up to the 

clouds by a kiss / Never felt nothin’ like this,” followed by Shug’s response: “Is that me I don’t 

recognize / Love’s the one thing I knew all about / I had it all figured out” (Norman 73). Setting 

their sentiments to the same melody musically equates their feelings and lays the foundations for 

the series of questions that follows. As Deborah Paredez observes, Doyle stages the actors to 

“launch their exchange of vulnerable questioning—‘What about trust? What about 

tenderness?’—while each facing the audience, thereby inviting spectators to share in this 

moment of intimacy” (53). In so doing, Celie and Shug aren’t asking these questions of 

themselves alone, but of the spectators as well. Seen in this light, the song’s central question — 

“What about love?” — functions as an invitation and perhaps even a challenge to spectators. The 

question directly asks them to consider the kiss as more than just an expression of friendship and, 

furthermore, to consider what does it mean for them if this relationship is about love. If “loving 

women sexually and/or nonsexually” is a central tenet of womanism, then considering and 

embracing romantic/sexual love between women must be key to a womanist society. To that end, 

the use of harmony clearly illustrates the special connection between these women. This directly 

opposes Celie’s relationship with Mister, in which she does not sing in harmony; they don’t even 
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sing the same song together in “Big Dog.” With Shug, Celie connects first in melody, in 

overlapping musical lines, and then in harmony. They harmonize in perfect thirds and, in contrast 

to her singing with Nettie, Celie sings the higher line, which signals her elation and budding 

transformation. Not since Nettie has Celie found someone with whom she can live in harmony, 

proving this union is meaningful and, in a way, natural — another one of God’s gifts. “What 

About Love?” — particularly in Doyle’s staging — beckons the audience to understand this and, 

by ending the act almost immediately after, gives them time to discuss and think about it over 

intermission. 

 Kathryn Edney discusses the pop sound of songs like “What About Love?” as being not 

only “generic,” but also “ahistorical and anachronistic…overwhelmingly sung by Celie when she 

is considering romance or making major decisions in her life” (235).  Though Edney establishes 86

pop music has increasingly become an accepted musical language on Broadway, she clearly 

highlights the use of a pop sound to diminish the score’s quality. This is not without precedent. In 

discussing the music of Madonna (whose frequent collaborator was Color Purple writer Stephen 

Bray), Susan McClary states: 

 Her music deliberately aims at a wide popular audience rather than at those    
 who pride themselves on their elite aesthetic discrimination. Her enormous commercial   
 success is often held against her, as evidence that she plays for the lowest common   
 denominator.... Moreover, the fact that her music appeals to masses of young girls is   
 usually taken as proof that the music has absolutely no substance, for females in our   
 culture are generally thought to be incapable of understanding music on even a    
 rudimentary level. (154, emphasis mine) 

 Edney also claims “Celie’s songs could be sung by superstar Beyoncé Knowles with few alterations” (235). 86

Edney’s comparison intends to demonstrate the lack of particularity in Celie’s music; however, Beyoncé was already 
well-known as an outstanding Black R&B artist at the time, so the comparison links Celie to a contemporary Black 
cultural reference that, to me, suggests as much specificity as linking Shug with the blues. Moreover, Beyoncé has 
since released Lemonade (2016) and Black is King (2020), two visual albums that explicitly tend to Black 
experiences, which strengthens my reading of Edney’s comparison. 
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It would seem Edney continues this line of thought in unfavourably framing the pop sound of 

The Color Purple. However, the accessibility of pop music adds resonance to these romantic 

moments by aurally linking them to popular love songs  and provides the audience a familiar 87

sound through which to engage with the central love story, one still rooted in Black musical 

traditions. Additionally, it must be noted the pop credentials of the songwriting team were part of 

what granted them access to Broadway. Recall that it can be incredibly difficult to access the 

field of musical theatre composition, and therefore, the fact pop music experience allows 

underrepresented artists (in this case, Black men and all women) to compose for Broadway 

should be celebrated.  88

 The musical’s third disidentification, similar to Fun Home, comes from its emphasis on 

women. On an episode of Theater Talk, John Doyle said, “This piece in particular is about 

women, fundamentally about women. And a lot of musical theatre writers have chosen a woman 

to write about, not women to write about” (19:30-19:50, original emphasis). This story demands 

multiple women share the spotlight  and varying kinds of relationships between women be 89

represented, with men as secondary characters only. This imbalance comes from the source 

material, but is also extended through the score. Women’s songs far outweigh men’s, with even 

 James Lovelock compares “What About Love?” with the classic song “Endless Love” in his analysis (195).87

 In addition to Brenda Russell and Allee Willis, some of the notable women Broadway composers of the last 88

fifteen years have been pop songwriters such as Dolly Parton, Sara Bareilles, and Cyndi Lauper, and two recent 
jukebox musicals have been built around Black women performers: Summer: The Donna Summer Musical (2018) 
and Tina: the Tina Turner Musical (2019). At first I thought the changing sound of Broadway musicals may be 
creating new pathways for women to be Broadway composers from an industry that is (somewhat) more accepting 
of women’s artistry. However, the most recent report from the USC Annenberg Inclusion Initiative highlights a dip 
in the number of songwriting credits for both women songwriters generally and racialized women songwriters 
specifically in 2020 (Smith et al. 2). These crossovers from pop to musical theatre may be anomalies, but it would 
make for an interesting study to investigate the connections between the two fields.  

 Deborah Paredez more fully explores this concept of the “unconventional trinity of diva performers” in John 89

Doyle’s revival (43). For more, see: “Diva relations in The Color Purple, the 2015 Broadway revival” in Studies in 
Musical Theatre.
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minor characters like the Church Ladies singing in more numbers than Mister and Harpo. It 

would be a mistake to characterize a womanist approach as emphasizing women over men, but 

certainly establishing women’s worth in a world that devalues them requires tipping the balance 

from its usual weighting. The ways men and women sing in this musical also demonstrate 

womanist principles. For example, when men and women are on equal standing or harmonious in 

some way, they sing in unity, as the ensemble does in “Push Da Button” and as Harpo and Sofia 

do in “Any Little Thing.” However, when in discord, their melodies are set contrapuntally: as 

mentioned, Celie reprises part of “Our Prayer” against Mister’s list of expectations in “Big Dog.” 

The first time Mister and Celie sing in harmony is “The Color Purple (Reprise),” once Mister 

changes his ways and begins treating women with respect. While certainly there are other 

musicals about women plural, it is a rare moment for a musical to emphasize relationships 

between women without a man figuring into a primary romantic plot line.  

 In this way, the musical continues what Uplabdhi Sangwan identifies as Walker’s 

proposal of “sisterhood and lesbian relationships as emotional and sexual alternatives that can 

also herald social and economic changes in the lives of black women” (182). The creative team 

utilizes these womanist relationships to further the disidentification with dominant musical 

ideology by offering a vision of society outside of patriarchal structures. These structures include 

the white, cisgender, hetero-patriarchal ideology which undergirds most musicals, but also the 

Black male sexism that manifests as a result of such thinking. For example, the musical begins 

with Celie and Nettie singing their childhood rhyme, “Huckleberry Pie,”  and the last music 90

 The 2016 production further emphasizes this sisterly music as there is no overture, meaning that “Huckleberry 90

Pie” is the first music the audience hears. I must also note the first section of the opening is only listed as 
“Huckleberry Pie” in the original cast recording; the 2016 recording lists the song as “Opening/Mysterious Ways.”
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sung before the finale is that same refrain. This bookend strengthens the importance of sisterhood 

to the community. Coupled with the spiritual bookend of “The Color Purple” previously 

discussed, the writers clearly use music to reinforce love between women as sustaining and 

powerfully transformational. There is another way in which their sisterly love exemplifies an 

emotional alternative not often seen in musicals. In their childhood rhyme, Celie and Nettie sing 

“Sho nuf sun gon shine / Gonna be grown ladies of the marryin’ kind” (Norman 4). These lyrics 

set an expectation the lives of these sisters will follow a typical musical trajectory, but neither 

marries. On one hand, this may reflect an historically accurate look at marital complexities in 

Black Southern communities, for whom there were “more fluid and less formal marriage 

arrangements” in part due to “the role of slavery and its aftermath” (Preston, Lim, and Morgan 

13). On the other hand, the lack of marriage reflects a change from the novel, in which Nettie 

marries Samuel, the preacher. In the context of the musical genre, which prioritizes marriage,  91

this change strengthens the notion the sisters’ emotional bond sustains them through their 

hardships above all else. Additionally, if a musical typically ends with the marriage of the main 

couple, Celie and Nettie’s reunion can be read as an alternative to a wedding. Indeed, the entire 

community gathers to bear witness to and be made whole by their reunion. In excising Nettie’s 

marriage from the musical, the creative team opens new alternatives for women’s fulfillment 

away from the conventional model.  

 As Sangwan’s observations contend, economic changes may emerge from sisterhood and 

lesbian relationships as well. Once again, the writers use lyric time to foreground the positive 

 While this emphasis on marriage could be seen as reflecting the hegemonic whiteness of the genre, a similar 91

emphasis can be found in early Black musicals as well. In Paula Marie Senior’s look at Cole and Johnson musicals 
of the early-20th century, she states, “While marriage proved central to the plot of The Red Moon, it also dominated 
the lives of Cole and Johnson and the cast members” (163). 
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changes in Celie’s life in the Act Two uptempo “Miss Celie’s Pants.” The scene preceding the 

song takes place at Shug’s Memphis home and sets up Celie’s father has died, he was actually 

her stepfather, and Celie and Nettie have inherited their birth father’s home and store. These 

major plot points unfold in only a page of text, after which the introduction for “Miss Celie’s 

Pants” moves the setting back to Celie’s new pants store in Georgia. This uneven weighting and 

the transfer from book to lyric time demonstrate that, although Alphonso’s death is important, 

what matters most is how Celie moves forward: with self-belief and community support. Celie’s 

designs developed because Shug needed pants “that would fit no matter what size she was” 

(Norman 104). Shug’s response to her new pants affirms Celie’s ability, which serves as yet 

another example of how their relationship nurtures Celie’s self-belief. From “Too Beautiful for 

Words” through “Miss Celie’s Pants,” Shug’s encouragement and love — in all senses of the 

word — restore Celie and heal the wounds caused by the men in her life.  

 “Miss Celie’s Pants,” however, exhibits another of Celie’s supports: sisterhood in the 

broader community sense. As Celie sings, she is joined by ensemble women, Shug, and Sofia, all 

wearing her brightly coloured pants. Stylistically, Edney asserts the 1940s swing in the 

orchestrations and vocal arrangements “indicates a clear change in the historical period from the 

first act to the second” (235). In addition to stylistic accuracy, the women’s tight harmonies 

further indicate closeness and unity. One by one, the women sing phrases affirming Celie’s 

efforts in making over the store and her life “with joy” (Norman 108). As they surround her, 

Celie stands atop a chair and invites them to “look / I said look […] Look who’s wearing the 

pants now!” (Norman 108-9) In using a phrase connoting decision-making power, the writers 

efficiently communicate Celie’s hard-won independence. Sofia affirms Celie as she responds, 
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“We all lookin’, honey” (Norman 109). This small affirmation confirms the women truly “see” 

her, but also Celie is someone to look at, in contrast to her step-father’s hateful comments about 

her appearance in Act One. The women’s support is then expressed musically as they sing a 

repeating phrase in three-part harmony, forming a foundation for Celie to sing above. Her new-

found freedom expresses itself through her vocal solo as each phrase floats higher in her register. 

She accesses an as yet unheard soprano, hitting a high B on her final phrase. She literally reaches 

new heights in her independence, supported textually and musically by the women of her 

community.  

 As much as “wearing the pants” has textual significance, I would be remiss not to discuss 

the way this manifests in the wardrobe of Doyle’s production. Costume designer Ann Hould-

Ward extends the significance of Celie’s pants into a visual metaphor for womanist 

enlightenment. Starting with Celie and Shug, all of the women in the community eventually wear 

a pair of Celie’s colourful pants, signifying their changed independence and acceptance of 

womanist principles.  However, the element of colour contains extra significance. In the first 92

act, the entire cast is dressed in muted earth tones until Shug arrives in a brightly coloured coat. 

In “Push Da Button,” this has the effect of setting Shug apart as a celebrity of sorts, but the way 

the colour then spreads through the cast’s designs signifies the way Shug’s influence permeates 

and changes the community. This visually supports the way Shug’s “deviant” behaviour resists 

the “retrograde return to respectability,” in that the community has accepted ways of being 

outside of those particular social mores, which is visually reflected in their vibrant pants (Story 

“Deviance” 364). 

 Nettie and Olivia are still costumed in earth-tone dresses; however, they have just arrived from Africa, so this is 92

likely due to the fact that they haven’t yet been gifted a pair, not a metaphor for a lack of enlightenment. 
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 The issue of who figuratively wears the pants in The Color Purple first sparked criticism 

of the novel and film. Kimberlé Crenshaw describes how the story’s focus on Black women’s 

interests were overshadowed by the depiction of Black men:  

 Even though it was sometimes acknowledged that the Black community was not immune   
 from domestic violence and other manifestations of gender subordination, some    
 nevertheless felt that in the absence of positive Black male images in the media,    
 portraying such images merely reinforced racial stereotypes. (163)  

The musical’s creatives perform a fourth disidentification in working against these criticisms, as 

well as the two-dimensional, harmful characterizations of Black men in musical history, through 

the use of musical conventions and lyric time in “Mister’s Song” and changes to Harpo’s 

character. 

 “Mister’s Song” allows the audience into Mister’s thought process as he grapples with the 

effects of Celie’s curse. The song begins with characters passing Mister and expressing their 

disapproval of his cruel ways. Seeing both women and men of the community comment shows 

this portrayal is about this specific character or kind of person, not Black men generally. Mister’s 

lyrics highlight the roots of his misogyny: “My daddy beat me for my own good he say / My first 

wife got kilt when she run away […] So tell me how a man do good / When all he know is bad” 

(Norman 102). These lyrics connect to Ol’ Mister’s first appearance, where he scolded Mister: 

“You’d care about this land too if you was born a slave on it like I was” (Norman 56). Threading 

together Mister’s behaviour with his father’s upbringing illuminates his behaviour as not the 

essentializing Black male stereotype critics feared, but an indictment on the harmful effects of 

racism. Ol’ Mister and, subsequently, Mister learned how to discipline from enslavers, and 

Mister’s whip emblematizes this direct link to white supremacy. Stephen Bray asserts this 
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relationship illustrates the “‘patriarchal chain that insists on a kind of behavior for men that 

basically drives them crazy’” (qtd. in Funderburg 57). In seeing Harpo, however, Mister realizes 

the chain has not continued in his son, which aids his realization his own behaviour can be 

rehabilitated: “Nuthin’ I say gon’ change people mind / Ain’t gon’ be nothin’ I say / Gon’ be 

somethin’ I do / Maybe all my good lay ahead of me” (Norman 103). The song ends “Maybe 

everything I—” and segues into the next scene (Norman 103). This unfinished lyric leaves 

Mister’s query unanswered and allows for his actions in book time to demonstrate the effects of 

his lyric time exploration. His subsequent scenes exemplify his change of character, which is 

confirmed by Celie in the final scene: “I don’t hate you, Albert. I see all these things you’re doin’ 

for people now. Buildin’ things for the school, helpin’ Sofia and Harpo with the kids” (Norman 

122). Undoubtedly, Celie’s refusal to live under Mister’s thumb reforms him, which reverses the 

traditional “Golden Age” narrative of the “queer” woman reformed by a man. His change flips 

the script on the classic trajectory all the more so because Mister and Celie do not end the 

musical romantically involved. Moreover, by including “Mister’s Song” in his arc, the writers 

allow spectators to more clearly understand Mister’s character and see it was within his own 

power to change: the “patriarchal chain” was the problem, not Black men.  

 The changes made to Harpo for the musical further this disidentification. Harpo 

demonstrates a different attitude toward women than his forefathers. The musical strengthens this 

element of Harpo’s character most notably in the Easter dinner scene. In the novel, Harpo is 

unsupportive of Squeak’s decision to move to Memphis with Celie and Shug, but the musical 

creatives soften Harpo’s response. When Squeak declares she is leaving, Mister exclaims, “You 

better stop her, Harpo. You ain’t my boy letting some girl talk to you like that,” to which Harpo 
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responds, “She wants to sing, Pa” (Norman 97). Harpo’s response confirms two things: he 

recognizes what’s best for Squeak and supports her in her “wholeness” (to follow Walker); and, 

in “letting some girl talk to [him] like that,” Harpo demonstrates he is not Pa’s “boy” — he has 

broken the patriarchal chain. This is all the more evident because of Harpo’s attempt to beat 

Sofia in Act One. He tries to be like his father, but ultimately decides to take a different path. In 

this way, the creatives shape Harpo as an example of a womanist man. In discussing men in 

feminism, Audre Lorde writes, “the Black male consciousness must be raised to the realization 

that sexism and woman-hating are critically dysfunctional to his liberation as a Black man 

because they arise out of the same constellation that engenders racism and homophobia” (64). 

Harpo can see how he has been hurt by the system that encourages behaviour like his father’s, 

and he resists continuing its effects.  

 In addition to his encouragement of Squeak, this element of Harpo’s character is seen in 

his relationship with Sofia in the latter part of Act Two. In opposition to his attempt to subjugate 

her in their younger years, “Any Little Thing” brings them together as equals in pursuit of a 

mutually supportive relationship. “Any Little Thing” is the only romantic heterosexual duet, 

which reinforces my earlier point that men and women don’t sing together in harmony in The 

Color Purple unless they are in relational harmony. In terms of the musical’s structure, Harpo 

and Sofia are configured as a comedic “second couple,” particularly in Doyle’s staging of “Any 

Little Thing.” However, Stephen Bray asserts Harpo and Sofia are the musical’s “‘true love 

story,’” because they “‘were in love from the beginning and they stay in love’” (qtd. in 

Funderburg 59). While I agree they are the only lasting romantic relationship, I still maintain 

Celie and Shug are the show’s central relationship. Therefore, configuring Sofia and Harpo as the 
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second couple demonstrates a disidentification with classic musical structures, which typically 

privilege heterosexual relationships.  

 The last way the writers refigure Harpo as a womanist man and counterpoint to negative 

Black male stereotypes is through his wardrobe. After “Miss Celie’s Pants,” Harpo appears as the 

lone man in Celie’s store, trying on his own pair of pants. He exclaims, “This ain’t just pants, Pa. 

Man got this on, he think things is goin’ good for that man. He right where he belong. […] Try a 

pair. Celie’s pants fit anybody” (Norman 110, emphasis mine). As already seen, the pants signal 

an embrace of womanism, and this quote illustrates men, too, can be transformed.  Clad in his 93

brightly coloured pants, Harpo typifies the man whose liberation comes from seeing how sexism 

hurts him, too. In standing with the women of his community, he signifies he, and presumably 

his family, will be among the ambassadors for change. Through this womanist portrayal of Harpo 

and the use of lyric time to illustrate Mister’s journey to redemption, the creatives circumvent 

criticism of their portrayals of Black men and communicate womanism can be unifying rather 

than divisive. These changes go a step further in demonstrating the possibility of a womanist 

society that includes men without asserting their power over women.  

 In her discussion about The Color Purple’s representation of men, Crenshaw contends 

“[a] consistent problem with any negative portrayal of African Americans is that they are seldom 

balanced by positive images” (163, fn 63). In the musical, the range of representations works 

against any one stereotype or negative portrayal that may be present, performing a fifth 

disidentification. For example, it could be argued the Church Ladies perform the stereotype of 

the “sassy Black woman,” but — unlike many Broadway musicals — they aren’t the only 

 In fact, later in the scene, Celie offers to make a pair for Mister and says, “We gettin’ more men customers every 93

day” (Norman 111).
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characterization of Black women in the show, which mitigates the potential harm of employing 

aspects of that stereotype. The other women embody different characteristics and therefore 

demonstrate Black women are not a monolith. Additionally, the Church Ladies’ function as a 

Greek chorus fleshes out their characters, as it gives them authority over the story and reflects 

their status in the community. As original director Gary Griffin relates, “‘They’re really an 

important aspect of our storytelling. […] They’re a great device if they reveal humanity. They’re 

a bad device if they’re there just to get laughs’” (qtd. in Funderburg 107). Here, Griffin touches 

on the history of Black representations on Broadway as tokenizing and often contributing to 

problematic, if not outright racist, stereotypes.  Recall Dan Dinero’s discussion of the “big black 94

lady song,” which illustrates the ways Black women characters are often included for their 

entertainment value, but not written three-dimensionally. The Color Purple’s emphasis on its 

women works against this, as does its writers’ use of lyric time to enlarge their characterizations. 

As an example, Uplabdhi Sangwan illustrates the ways Walker’s novel breaks Celie from the 

harmful stereotypes of the “mule” and “jezebel” that had been used to exploit enslaved women 

(176). In expanding Celie and her emotional life through lyric time, the musical contributes to 

the denaturalizing of these stereotypes. A song like “Lily of the Field,” though brief, bares 

Celie’s soul to the spectators and conveys her humanity through her emotional prayer. Celie’s 

music requires all facets of her voice, which furthers her expansive portrayal as it steps outside 

the “big black lady” roles more typical of Broadway musicals.  

 Furthermore, as quare women, Celie and Shug navigate layered stereotypes of Blackness 

 For an in-depth look at race in Broadway musicals, see Warren Hoffman’s The Great White Way: Race and the 94

Broadway Musical. 
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and queerness on stage.  In terms of film representations, Jewelle Gomez remarks: “When a 95

black lesbian does make an appearance, she’s still either tragic […], peripheral […], or a 

caricature” (“Representations” 34). Celie and Shug escape these definitions as their centrality to 

the story allows them to be fully-realized characters, expanded through lyric time. Despite the 

power of these on stage representations, Stacy Wolf notes some critics characterize their 

relationship as a friendship (Changed 186). Though some contend this apparent ambiguity 

diminishes the effect of their love story, it reflects a reality of quare relationships in the South, 

particularly in this time period. At the beginning of this research, I similarly felt Fun Home was 

more explicit in its lesbian representation than The Color Purple, but I realize both musicals 

provide explicit lesbian representation within the cultural and historical milieux in which they 

are situated. For example, in Black. Queer. Southern. Women., E. Patrick Johnson discusses a 

resistance to labeling among his interviewees:  

 The point here is that Sylvia [a member of Johnson’s community] did not refer to herself   
 as a lesbian, and the community did not project that identity onto her; they only knew that 
 she engaged in quare sex without the encumbrance of a label or identity to accompany   
 this behavior or desire. […] Ultimately, this is why the title of the book does not include   
 the word ‘lesbian.’ (5)  

Therefore, The Color Purple’s focus on language of love over identity roots itself in lived 

experiences. Mignon Moore similarly asserts “prior to the 1980s, gay sexuality in racial minority 

communities was rarely shared or articulated openly in public settings,” but, in many cases, 

“many were aware that [quare relationships] existed” (180-183). Doyle’s staging explores this 

element of the “‘hush part of the culture of the South’” (qtd. in Johnson Black 97). Throughout 

 I will only be attending to lesbian representations, but it would certainly be worth looking at the navigation of 95

stereotypes by quare characters such as Jacob (La Cage Aux Folles), Collins (Rent), David (If/Then), La Cienega 
(Bring It On (2012)), and Lola (Kinky Boots), as well as further study of Angel (Rent) and Paul (A Chorus Line) 
through this lens.
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his production, primarily women of the ensemble stand on the periphery and look in on private 

scenes. The ensemble watching intimate songs like “Too Beautiful for Words” and “What About 

Love?” situates these private events in community. As no character ever opposes or denigrates 

Celie and Shug, this suggests the community tacitly accepts them. Nonetheless, there is one 

explicit moment of recognition which, importantly, comes from Mister. As he and Celie gather 

for the picnic at the musical’s finale, he acknowledges her relationship with Shug, saying: “I’m 

real sorry she left you. I remember how I felt when she left me” (Norman 122). His proposal to 

her in the same scene complicates this acknowledgment, but his empathizing still affirms Celie 

and Shug’s relationship and sets the stage for the community’s affirmation of Celie in the finale. 

In expanding Shug and Celie’s characters beyond stereotype and situating them within a vision 

of community supported by real-life experiences, the creatives work against dominant on stage 

representations to empower Black quare women. 

 To highlight the success of these characterizations, it is instructive to look at other quare 

representations. While not necessarily slight in terms of stage time, characters like Kate (If/Then 

(2014)), Joanne (Rent), and Mopsa (Head Over Heels (2018)) are all belting roles who entertain 

in service of the primary narrative, without complex characterizations of their own.  As 96

described by Carey Purcell, Kate “appears to be a progressive addition to the musical theater 

canon of supporting roles,” however, as if often the case for Black best friend roles, she is a 

 Pythio in Head Over Heels and Asaka in the revival of Once on this Island (2017) are exciting new landmarks as 96

nonbinary/genderfluid representations rarely seen on Broadway, let alone in a musical. They too fall prey to the “big 
black lady song” archetype, but as an oracle and deity, respectively, they also exert agency and power in exciting 
ways for quare representation. As Pythio, actor-activist-drag queen Peppermint became the first openly transgender 
woman to originate a principal role in a Broadway musical (Purcell 232). 
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thinly-drawn character there mainly to support the (white) leading lady  (163-164). While she 97

has her own relationship with Anne (Jenn Collela), her songs serve to support Liz/Beth on her 

journey. Joanne, while in a slightly more fleshed-out relationship, performs a similar role as a 

secondary character there to belt entertaining songs in a less satisfying character arc. Mopsa 

literally serves Pamela and is released from her duty by their love. The 2016 revival of Falsettos 

features Tracie Thoms as Dr. Cordelia, which creates a “new” quare representation, but the 

pitfalls of the character described in Chapter Two still remain. All of these performances are 

made memorable and entertaining by the merits of the talented actors portraying them, but they 

lack three-dimensionality and indicate the ways quare women are further sidelined in musicals. 

Overall, these quare characterizations further illustrate how groundbreaking The Color Purple 

was — and continues to be — in terms of representing a Black lesbian relationship  central to 98

the musical’s narrative.  

 Once again, it is difficult to talk about the on stage representations without talking about 

representation behind the table. The writing team’s occupation of positionalities across race, 

gender, and sexuality undoubtedly aids the nuanced and respectful on stage representations. Still, 

both Broadway productions were directed by white, gay men. On Theater Talk, John Doyle 

 Like Warren Hoffman’s point about the multiracial supporting cast of Lysistrata Jones (2011), relegating women 97

of colour to secondary rules does “little to upset racial hierarchies” and continues the idea that Black women (in this 
case) are there to ‘serve’ white women, however innocuously (208-209). 

 Interestingly, Celie and Shug are the only Black lesbian couple in a Broadway musical, either textually or via 98

casting practices. With the exception of the original production of Falsettos, every lesbian couple in a Broadway 
musical has been biracial. (This does not take into account racialized understudies, who would shift the 
representation for a set number of performances.) Biracial couples certainly deserve to be represented, but it is a 
curious casting trend that every lesbian couple contains a white actor and a racialized actor. Sometimes their race 
plays into trope-like relationships, with the racialized actor literally or figuratively serving their white counterpart 
(Joanne handling Maureen’s career; Mopsa as Pamela’s handmaiden); whereas, in other instances (Dr. Cordelia in 
the Falsettos revival), the casting challenges racial stereotypes. It is out of the scope of this case study to analyze 
why lesbian relationships are cast this way, but I believe it is worth noting nonetheless. 
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acknowledges his hesitancy to accept the offer to direct the show and explicitly points out the 

words “elderly,” “white,” and “man” as his road blocks (25:00-25:20). However, the three actors 

being interviewed with him — Cynthia Erivo, Jennifer Hudson, and Danielle Brooks — all 

express what they appreciated about Doyle, with Hudson affirming they were all “on the same 

page” working on the production (22:00-25:35).  Regardless, Griffin and Doyle’s positions 99

indicate the control cisgender, white men continue to hold on Broadway. In the 2015-2016 

season, for example, George C. Wolfe and Stafford Arima were the only racialized directors of a 

Broadway musical, and Diane Paulus was the only woman.  While it is not inherently 100

problematic for a white man to direct a story like The Color Purple, the lack of opportunity for 

any other positionalities on Broadway is obvious and troubling. As Scott McMillin states, “When 

the lists [of prominent theatre artists] include the names of African-American and Latino-

American composers,  writers, and performers, the musical will have overcome its major 101

political limitation. …the genre has fallen short of reaching people of color” (210). 

 All of that said, Jewelle Gomez offers support for those telling stories outside their 

positionality: “There are countless perspectives that one might take as an artist, and any writer 

(whether lesbian or not) who dares to postulate the existence of lesbians, bisexuals, and 

transgendered [sic] people in our society is doing a service by lifting the veil of invisibility” 

(“Absence” 293, emphasis mine). While Gomez is discussing writers, the same could be said of 

other creatives. Both Griffin and Doyle helped shepherd significant productions of The Color 

 Of course, the interview is meant to promote the show, so it’s unlikely anyone would speak against Doyle on air. 99

However, each actor’s effusive answer suggests they did have a positive experience with him.

 Out of the three, only Wolfe was nominated for a Best Director Tony award that season. Allegiance (2015), 100

Arima’s production about America’s Japanese internment camps, did not receive a single nomination.

 I would add all other races and ethnicities to this list as well.101
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Purple that reached spectators in meaningful ways. Danielle Brooks recounts the way Griffin’s 

production “changed [her] world” and made her pursue acting, making her Broadway debut as 

Sofia in the revival all the more significant (Theater Talk 6:20-6:50). Brooks also describes how 

Doyle’s direction of the revival encouraged her autonomy. She highlights how Doyle encouraged 

simplicity in order to let the actor’s self shine through (Theater Talk 23:20-24:00). While it is 

beyond my purview to comment on the production’s authenticity, surely Doyle’s insistence on 

the company bringing their own selves forward is key to its success. As well, it must be 

mentioned both directors collaborated with Black artists on their creative teams: Linda Twine 

(music director), Donald Byrd (choreographer), Paul Tazewell (costume designer), Daryl Water 

(dance arrangements), and Joseph Joubert (associate conductor and additional arrangements) 

worked on the original; and Jason Michael Webb (music director) and Joseph Joubert 

(orchestrations) worked on the revival. Though I concede the power dynamics of white men 

directing The Color Purple are incredibly complex, I still insist barriers to inclusion on 

Broadway are the bigger issue. If creatives across positionalities had the same access to 

opportunity, Griffin and Doyle’s direction might not be a problem. Unfortunately, this is clearly 

not the case. 

 Despite the complexities of its creative teams, The Color Purple reclaims the Broadway 

musical for Black artists and communities. This demonstrates an important sixth disidentification 

with the genre which the writers use to represent Black positionalities so often disempowered.  102

Stuart Hall asserts American popular culture “has always contained within it, whether silenced or 

not, black American popular vernacular traditions” (“‘Black’” 469), and certainly this applies to 

 In discussing a growing diversity on Broadway, Hoffman includes The Color Purple as one of the “reasons to 102

cheer” (208). 
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musicals and their appropriation of tap dancing and Black musical forms. Therefore, the writers 

reclaim the appropriated tools of the trade in telling an important Black story as a musical.  103

Additionally, Warren Hoffman cites how few racialized characters get “I want” songs  (7), but 104

Stacy Wolf labels Celie’s final song as an “I am/I want” song (Changed 187), which signals how 

the writers centre her desire: one of the few musicals to do so for a Black woman or a quare 

woman, respectively. Finally, The Color Purple’s willingness to face the difficulties of life within 

a Black community  breaks with the strategies of some previous Black musicals. Allen Woll 105

notes how Black musicals of the late 1970s, including The Wiz (1975), avoid the difficult issues 

explored in early 1970s Black musicals and instead focus on “positive aspects of black culture 

and history for inspiration and style” (265-266). The Color Purple merges the seemingly 

opposing ends of the spectrum Woll presents by facing difficult issues, while emphasizing the 

positive aspects of Black culture. One such aspect the musical includes is the presence of 

“women-bonded women [who] have always been some part of the power of Black communities, 

from…unmarried aunts to the amazons of Dahomey” (Lorde 122). In so doing, the writers 

strengthen the ongoing history of Black musicals by creating more inclusive on stage 

representations to empower spectators.  

 Finally, The Color Purple’s conclusion is its last disidentification: championing the 

 This is all the more significant, given The Color Purple debuted in the same year as All Shook Up (2005), a 103

jukebox musical using Elvis Presley’s heavily-appropriated catalogue. 

 Hoffman notes racialized actors aren’t given “I want” songs unless “they are the main characters in a show,” but I 104

would argue main characters are typically the only ones given “I want” songs anyway (7). Therefore, the issue is 
more about who are main characters being written for and, as a result, whose desires are being centred. 

 Stuart Hall’s assessment of the artistic success of My Beautiful Laundrette contains similarities to The Color 105

Purple: its success lies in “its refusal to represent the black experience in Britain as monolithic, self-contained, 
sexually stabilized and always ‘right-on’—in a word, always and only ‘positive’” (“New Ethnicities” 450). The 
Color Purple does not represent all Black Southern communities, but it is an interesting, layered investigation of a 
singular Black Southern community and its many complexities.
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notion of autonomy within community instead of individuality without others. Near the end of 

Act Two, Shug’s desire to have a last fling motivates Celie to assert what she needs and leads her 

to take stock of her journey. In her final solo, “I’m Here,” Celie moves beyond what Shug has 

taught her into a freedom all her own: “I believe I have inside of me / Everything [that] I need to 

live a bountiful life / With all the love alive in me / I stand as tall as the tallest tree” (Norman 

119). Importantly, the lyrics leave Celie open to romantic possibilities,  but she remains single. 106

This alone subverts the traditional trajectory of a musical’s leading lady, but even more so, Celie 

is truly happy on her own. Tracy Bealer contends “the emotional and physical intimacy of which 

sex is a culmination, but not the sole expression, remains and does its liberating work” in Celie, 

despite no longer being with Shug (35). All that Shug awakened in Celie remains, affirming 

lesbianism as a “liberatory love that encompasses, but is not reducible to, sexuality” (Bealer 35). 

As demonstrated throughout this chapter, Shug transforms Celie through her emotional and 

physical love, as well as her disidentificatory spirituality. Shug’s love helps Celie to accept she 

can be loved, sustains her through hardship, and elevates her economically. Even the heartbreak 

she causes moves Celie along her journey. In this way, Bealer argues the story asserts “autonomy 

is only possible through relationships with others” (37).  

 Walker broadens these “relationships with others” to Celie’s community by finishing the 

novel at a 4th of July picnic, where “[w]hite people busy celebrating they independence from 

England July 4th…so most black folks don’t have to work. Us can spend the day celebrating 

each other” (Color 287). This adds one more layer to her womanist project by demonstrating 

Celie isn’t “made whole” by one relationship alone, but in relationship with her community. 

 She sings, “I’m gonna flirt with somebody / When they walk by” (Norman 119). For an excellent analysis of 106

“I’m Here,” see: Wolf Changed 186-188.
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Writers frequently stress the value of community in Broadway musicals; however, the womanist 

structure of this community diverges from that archetype. Upon seeing the community gathered 

together, Celie remarks, “Look at all these people” (Norman 124). Doyle’s staging enhances this 

observation, as Erivo gazes out at the spectators, rather than at the ensemble. This move invites 

the spectators to consider themselves part of the community celebration, but also into the spirit 

and values of a womanist society. Like Celie and Shug’s questions at the end of Act One, Celie’s 

statement to the spectators invites a greater consideration of the ideology of the musical and how 

the spectators may or may not fit into that system. Immediately after, Nettie, Olivia, and Adam 

appear, and the community is fully restored. 

 In this way, the ending of The Color Purple functions as a utopian performative. Bealer 

offers “[o]ne could argue that Celie’s reunion with her lost sister and children at the conclusion…

is a naively utopian moment,” but such a moment seems more possible in the musical genre (37). 

Musicals are frequently utopian and such coincidental moments are expected within the genre. 

Moreover, Muñoz contends:  

 [d]isidentifactory performances and readings require an active kernel of utopian    
 possibility. Although utopianism has become the bad object of much contemporary   
 political thinking, we nonetheless need to hold on to and even risk utopianism if we are to 
 engage in the labor of making a queerworld. (25, original emphasis) 

The Color Purple as a project offers, as Lovelock asserts, a “utopian vision of the historical 

period in which it is set”; that is, it depicts the world it could have been, rather than the world it 

was (196). In so doing, the creatives provide a framework for womanist living and illustrate the 

kind of community that could blossom through such a vision. Through Harpo’s kindness and his 

vibrant pants, through Mister’s reformation into a kinder man, through Sofia and the Church 
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Ladies’ support of their sister, through Shug’s life-changing love and sexual spirituality, and most 

importantly, through Celie’s glorious transformation into the woman of her own choosing, we are 

invited to take part in the labour of creating a queerworld more purple than lavender.  
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4. Conclusion: “I Won’t Stay Hidden Anymore” 

The Color Purple and Fun Home offer two exciting examples of stellar theatrical experiences 

and renegotiations of the musical genre for lesbian women. Film versions of both musicals are 

currently in pre-production, potentially setting the stage for their influential reach to increase. 

Still, as exciting as these musicals and their disidentificatory projects are, they are somewhat of 

an anomaly in the larger canon. In this conclusion, I will summarize the circumstances 

contributing to the lack of representation of lesbian women, explore what has happened since 

Fun Home and The Color Purple revival graced Broadway, and look toward the future. 

 A number of circumstances work together to limit lesbian representations on stage. 

Though anyone can create musicals about positionalities other than their own, my research 

suggests the predominance of cisgender men on creative teams constructs the first barrier to on 

stage representations of lesbian women. The general neglect of lesbian women’s interests by gay 

men adds another layer to this barrier. Tied to this predominance of men, the conditions 

prohibiting access for women in music unfairly foreclose career possibilities. For example, in the 

“Golden Age,” the discriminatory systems at play: restrict women’s participation to rehearsal 

accompanist positions and deny them positions in orchestras, subsequently denying them access 

to the union; and only allow women to write arrangements and orchestrations, preventing them 

from earning royalties and curbing their financial gain even on commercial juggernauts. As gig 

workers, women do not have the luxury of time for original creation. As women in leadership 

positions are judged on past performance, it becomes difficult to build a body of work from 

which to scale up. Even recently, a mere 8% of Broadway scores written between 2010 and 2020 

were composed by women, and only 4% of orchestrator jobs employed women in roughly the 
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same period (“Maestra Deck” 5).  Though these examples and statistics focus on women, 107

barriers undoubtedly remain in place for people of all marginalized genders to participate in 

creation on Broadway. I do not wish to essentialize and say people of marginalized genders will 

automatically create great work when given the opportunity. As Stuart Hall says of Black culture 

in cinema, “Films are not necessarily good because black people make them. They are not 

necessarily ‘right-on’ by virtue of the fact that they deal with the black experience” (“New 

Ethnicities” 445). The same could be said of musicals dealing with the lesbian experience. Still, 

bringing more points of view into musical creation processes can only invigorate and add new 

insight to Broadway musicals.  

 Another limiting circumstance is the lack of lesbians in Broadway plays. There are two 

causes for this: writers not creating lesbian characters; and queer artists carving out their own 

artistic spaces because of lack of opportunity on Broadway. Given the prevalence of adaptations 

within musical theatre, the lack of lesbians in plays and other popular media could contribute to 

fewer lesbian stories in this genre. As well, many of the Off- and Off-Off-Broadway lesbian 

creations lean more toward a postmodern approach, making them unconventional choices for 

musical adaptation. Some queer artists create musicals Off-Broadway or in other alternate 

spaces, but they may not be deemed “Broadway” enough to transfer. True, several musicals in 

the 1990s and early 2000s move from Off-Broadway (for example, Falsettos, Rent, Avenue Q), 

but they are certainly the exception to the rule. 

 An additional set of circumstances appears in the 1980s: rising production costs, as well 

 While somewhat better, representation in Broadway’s orchestras is still far from reaching parity. 22% of 107

musicians in Broadway pits are women, and 25% of Broadway’s orchestras do not employ women at all. Meaning 
that “1 in every 4 bands is entirely male” (“Maestra Deck” 4). 
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as the political, social, and economic impacts of Ronald Reagan’s presidency. Due to inflation in 

the 1970s, the cost of musicals increases into the millions in the 1980s, and producers want to 

avoid risky ventures in order to have long-running shows capable of recouping their costs 

(Hoffman 166; Woll 277). Recall that the creatives of both The Color Purple and Fun Home felt 

their lesbian content was a risk; producers must have felt similarly twenty years earlier. The 

desire to recoup leads producers to mount revivals of tried-and-tested “Golden Age” vehicles, 

which leads to a reduction in new musicals. As well, President Reagan’s neoconservative 

approach reduces funding for the National Endowment for the Arts, which further hinders new 

development (Knight). The combination of fewer new musicals with the desire to have a 

guaranteed hit means few people are willing to include anything “risky” (read: non-normative, 

politically-charged) in their new projects. Fascinatingly, Hoffman argues “the political landscape 

of the eighties and its concomitant racial politics were also determining factors” in programming 

revivals, as they feed a “desire shared by much of the theatregoing public, a predominantly 

white, older, middle-class audience, to return to white America” as represented by most “Golden 

Age” classics (170). A nostalgic return to white America implies a return to heterosexual 

America, as well. Combine this with Stacy Wolf’s assertion of the anti-feminist backlash of the 

1980s coinciding with a reduction of women’s roles in new musicals (Changed 129), and there is 

a powerful case for why lesbians are absent from this decade, despite white, gay men’s roles 

growing in prominence. Though not entirely conclusive, these factors create a matrix of 

conditions contributing to the underrepresentation of lesbian women in Broadway musicals.  

 Given these circumstances, the success stories of The Color Purple and Fun Home are all 

the more remarkable. As the only Broadway musicals to centre lesbian characters, these musicals 
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are anomalies, but also examples of what can be. They are artistically interesting, commercially 

successful musicals with meaningful, layered representations of lesbian and bisexual women. 

They also challenge the dominant ideology of the genre to offer new possibilities for on stage 

representation. Other musicals have followed their lead, but none have managed to disidentify 

with the genre in quite the same way. It is interesting to look at the period of 2014-2016, which is 

similarly anomalous. In this period, there were five musicals with lesbian characters  (If/Then); 108

It Shoulda Been You (2015); Fun Home; and revivals of The Color Purple and Falsettos), and 

each of these musicals featured at least one racialized lesbian character (or, in Fun Home, a 

lesbian character played by a racialized actor). This is certainly the highest concentration of 

musicals featuring lesbian characters in a small time frame.  What’s all the more fascinating is 109

the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling on Obergefell v. Hodges comes right in the middle of this period 

on 26 June 2015 and declares “the fundamental right to marry is guaranteed to same-sex couples 

in all fifty states” (Purcell 195). The push for marriage within the queer liberation movement has 

been critiqued,  but nevertheless, the historic passing of a marriage equality act in the middle of 110

the most prolific collection of musicals with lesbian characters did not go unnoticed in my 

research. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to posit the impact of this confluence of events, but 

certainly the ruling in favour of marriage equality signals a growing acceptance of 

 I might count Holiday Inn, The New Irving Berlin Musical (2016) as the sixth musical containing lesbian 108

representation. The character Louise goes a step beyond queer-coding, but is not as fully realized a representation as 
the others mentioned. It is worth noting the show, however, as it did also premiere in this same time period.

 This period also contained five musicals featuring entirely or largely racialized casts (Hamilton (2015); 109

Allegiance; Shuffle Along, Or The Making of the Musical Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed (2016); and the 
revivals of Miss Saigon (2016) and The Color Purple). For a variety of reasons, Hamilton and Miss Saigon’s 
representations have been critiqued, but certainly these productions cast a large number of racialized actors. It would 
be interesting to research the seemingly sudden explosion of racial and sexual diversity in this period.

 For example, see Kaila Adia Story’s “On the Cusp of Deviance: Respectability Politics and the Cultural 110

Marketplace of Sameness” in No Tea, No Shade: Writings in Black Queer Studies.
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(“respectable”) queerness in the United States, which may tie in to the willingness of producers 

to mount productions with lesbian characters in this time.  

 In the intervening years, there have been three more musicals with prominent lesbian 

characters: The Prom (2018), Head Over Heels, and Jagged Little Pill (2019). In many ways, 

The Prom comes closest to the kind of on stage representations The Color Purple and Fun Home 

offer, but stops shy of disidentifying with the form.  The featured lesbian couple, Emma and 111

Alyssa, may be the core of the musical, but they still function as secondary characters. The Prom 

follows four Broadway actors, Dee Dee, Barry, Angie, and Trent, who seek to save their 

dwindling careers by championing a cause célèbre. They find out about a lesbian teenager in 

Indiana who was banned from attending her prom and set out to change her life, as well as their 

reputations. In this way, the musical (perhaps inadvertently) forms a neat metaphor for the ways 

white, gay men and divas in musical theatre have used lesbian characters as supports, then side-

lined them to suit their own stories. The star characters play out this analogy by shamelessly 

using Emma’s circumstances for self-promotion, in addition to them each pushing Emma’s 

storyline aside for a star turn in the second act. As in much of Broadway’s history, the white, gay 

men and divas take the lead. 

 Nevertheless, Emma and Alyssa’s relationship emerges as the heart of The Prom. The 

musical’s structure makes central Emma and Alyssa’s romance and equips them with agency to 

solve the musical’s problems themselves. Additionally, with each young woman’s journey given 

a voice, the spectators see more than one version of queerness, adding to its representational 

power. However, the musical still trades in stereotypes and humour long past its expiration date, 

 For trivia lovers, The Prom’s out-of-town tryout happened at the same theatre as The Color Purple’s.111
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without deepening its surface-level characterizations. Though its structure subverts “Golden 

Age” musicals by focusing on a lesbian couple, its wedding-like celebration of the women’s love 

feels a little homonormative. This doesn’t dismiss the extraordinary impact The Prom has on its 

young, queer fans (as can be witnessed in the YouTube comments sections), but instead of 

remaking the musical genre to represent its positionalities, it feels like the writers remake their 

positionalities to fit the genre. 

 Ryan Murphy’s recent Netflix adaptation (2020) reduces the impact of the lesbian love 

story and somewhat ironically perpetuates the harm the musical itself lampoons. While Murphy 

establishes Emma’s storyline first by beginning the film with news of the prom, he later de-

emphasizes Emma and Alyssa’s love story by cutting most of their section of the song, “You 

Happened.” The film then over-emphasizes Barry’s character by adding a new song for him. 

Thankfully, the song only plays in the final credits, as opposed to taking up more space in the 

film proper; nonetheless, the creative team’s instinct to further emphasize a white, gay man’s 

character in one of the few musicals featuring a lesbian love story reinforces a familiar pattern of 

white, gay men centring themselves over other positionalities.  

 Despite The Prom’s shortcomings, it is encouraging to see new on stage representations 

of queer women on Broadway. Since 2014, the number of queer women characters in Broadway 

musicals has more than doubled, with new representations of gender-diverse people appearing as 

well. In September 2021, Lauren Patten  won the Tony Award for Best Featured Actress in a 112

Musical for her role as Jo in Jagged Little Pill, which makes her the first actor to win in that 

 Out of interest, Patten was a replacement for Medium Alison during Fun Home’s Broadway run.112
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category for a lesbian role.  Nonetheless, producers and casting directors remain resistant to 113

change with regards to queer women on Broadway. For example, a revival of Company (1970) 

opened in December 2019, with the main character Bobby reimagined as a woman, Bobbie. In 

the original musical, Bobby dates three women; for the revival, Bobbie’s love interests were cast 

with three men. Interestingly, Jenn Colella auditioned to play PJ, creating a potentially queer 

element to Bobbie’s story, but was not cast (Kircher). It is entirely possible the creative team 

simply preferred Bobby Conte for the role, but given the hesitancy around lesbian stories on 

Broadway, it is not hard to imagine they felt it would be too much of a risk to cast Colella. What 

was not deemed a risk, however, was making the character Amy into Jamie in order to have a 

gay couple in this production. Once again, representations of queerness seem to be limited to 

white, cisgender, gay men in most mainstream musicals. 

 Luckily for musical theatre fans, Jenn Colella accepted a role in The Flame: A Podcast 

Musical. While not exactly a disidentification from the genre, The Flame is entertaining, witty, 

and provides a wider array of queer characters than has ever been seen on Broadway. Perhaps 

new media like podcasts will prove a more accessible way for writers to hone their skills, create 

interesting stories and representations, and have them heard: a continuation of the “alternative” 

spaces lesbian artists historically used to advance their craft. Organizations like Maestra are also 

working to provide more opportunities for people of marginalized genders to gain skills and 

make the connections they need to occupy more space on Broadway’s creative teams and 

orchestras. Founded by composer Georgia Stitt in 2017, Maestra aims to provide “support, 

 However, the production is facing a great deal of controversy, some of which is in regards to Patten’s character. 113

For more, see: Alison Durkee’s “Scandal-Plagued ‘Jagged Little Pill’: Alanis Morissette’s Tony-Winning Musical 
Sees Performers Quit Over Trans Controversy.”
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visibility, and community” for women and gender-diverse people in the musical theatre industry 

(“Maestra Deck” 2). Opportunities like these will undoubtedly contribute to future change on 

Broadway.  

 As I look forward to the future of Broadway musicals, what becomes clear is the need for 

new voices. Here, I look to Warren Hoffman, who asserts, “Perhaps the answer to this problem is 

simply to invest in the future, in new writers, particularly nonwhite creators, and musicals that 

actually speak to our current moment” (106). I whole-heartedly agree with Hoffman’s support for 

racialized writers and would also add to his list creators of marginalized genders and sexualities. 

From a diversity of voices, a diversity of stories can spring forward. As music director Rona 

Siddiqui states, “Every room that I’ve been in, every show that I’ve worked on that has had more 

diversity, different perspectives and different voices…those shows have flourished. The more 

ways we can look at a subject, the better we can understand it” (“Maestra Deck” 6). Breaking 

down barriers and creating opportunities for those artists outside of the “mythical norm” will 

undoubtedly promote new stories with meaningful on stage representations for lesbians and other 

queer positionalities. Furthermore, with every new musical that disidentifies with the dominant 

ideology of musical theatre in some way, the range of possibilities for the genre will expand. As 

Muñoz states, “The promises made by disidentification’s performances are deep. Our charge as 

spectators and actors is to continue disidentifying with this world until we achieve new ones” 

(200). It is my hope the current cultural conversations, shifting technologies, and support of 

organizations like Maestra will create the conditions for meaningful change: on and off the stage. 
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APPENDIX A 
Glossary of Musical Terms 

aria - a type of solo song expressing extreme emotion, typically found in opera  

call-and-response - a style of singing in which a soloist is echoed by a chorus, often found in   

 gospel music 

coda - the last section of a piece; often in addition to the components of a set form 

colla voce - indicates the singer has freedom of expression and the orchestra will follow them 

common time - another name for the time signature of 4/4 

diegetic - music that characters are aware of within the world of the show 

dominant (V) - the fifth note of a scale/key; a chord built on the fifth note 

fortissimo - a dynamic marking indicating very loud volume 

half-step - the smallest interval in Western music; the space between adjacent piano keys 

interval - the distance between pitches; ie. a third, fifth, and sixth are all intervals 

“in 2” - indicates the pace is quickened; only the first and third beats of a 4/4 bar are conducted 

key - the key signature; key names correspond to how many notes in the scale are sharp or flat;   

 eg. the key of A major has three sharps: F, C, and G 

legato - connected, fluid style of singing/playing 

leitmotif - a musical theme repeating throughout a piece, connected to a character, object, or idea 

metre (4/4, 3/4) - the time signature; the top number is how many beats in a bar, the bottom   

 number is the note value of each beat; eg. 4/4 indicates there are four quarter-notes per   

 bar; 3/4 indicates there are three quarter-notes per bar 

modulation - when a key changes, moving up or down in pitch 
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note values (half-note, quarter-note, eighth-note) - the length of a note; eg. a half-note lasts   

 for two beats in a 4/4 bar, whereas a quarter-note lasts for one and an eighth-note lasts for 

 half of one beat  

perfect cadence - a resolution moving from the dominant (V) to the tonic (I) 

recitative - a type of solo song that resembles speech patterns, typically used in opera and   

 operetta 

resolve/resolution - when the music moves from an unstable chord to a stable chord 

rest - the length of the period of silence between notes, the values of which correspond to note   

 values 

section (A, B, etc.) - in classification of form, each repeating section is labelled with a letter; one 

 traditional form is AABA, which indicates there are three sections with similar melodies   

 and one section that is a departure 

tension - a tense feeling created through dissonance or unstable chords 

through-composed - a form in which no large section repeats; the piece unfolds in an ongoing   

 fashion 

timbre - the unique quality of sound of a voice or instrument 

tonic (I) - the first note of a scale/key; a chord built on the first note 

tremolo - indicates the player quickly repeats the note  

underscoring - music played underneath a scene 
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